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Preface

We offer our respectful obeisances unto the lotus feet of His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupāda, the Founder-Ācārya of the International Society for Kṛṣṇa Consciousness who has delivered the "Light of the Bhāgawata" to the whole world. We are pleased to present for his pleasure the first fully illustrated, color publication of his sublime work "Light of the Bhāgawata" in the English language.

Of all His Divine Grace’s writings, this work is perhaps the most unique. It was written in Vrindāvan in 1961 in response to an invitation to attend a world conference, the Congress for Cultivating the Human Spirit, held in Japan. As most of the participants to the Conference were from the Orient, Śrīla Prabhupāda considered deeply how he could best present the timeless teachings of the Śrīmad Bhāgawatam suitable to the Oriental people. The original Bhāgavatam was written over 5,000 years ago as an extremely large book composed of 18,000 verses. Participants to the conference would not have the time to hear it all. He therefore chose the tenth canto, twentieth chapter of Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam for presentation.

The twentieth chapter is a description of the autumn season in Vrindāvan, the place of Lord Kṛṣṇa’s appearance. Śrīla
Prabhupāda knew that the Oriental people were very fond of hearing descriptions of nature and that the time of the autumn season is particularly auspicious to them. Presenting spiritual philosophy by examples from nature would be best for their understanding. For each seasonal phenomenon, a parallel teaching could be given. For example, the dark cloudy evening of the rainy autumn season when no stars are visible is compared to the present materialistic, godless civilization when the bright stars of the Bhāgawata's wisdom (the devotees and scriptures) are temporarily obscured. Altogether Śrīla Prabhupāda composed 48 commentaries to go along with the verses of the chapter.

Śrīla Prabhupāda's plan was that the organizers of the conference should find a qualified Oriental artist to illustrate each verse, and he also wrote directions from which the artist could design each painting. He hoped that the paintings and their accompanying explanations would make an impressive display for visitors to the conference. If possible he wished that a book might also be published containing the illustrations and the texts.

Due to unfortunate circumstances, Śrīla Prabhupāda was unable to attend the conference and the whole project of "Light of the Bhāgawata" was postponed. In fact, at the time of Śrīla Prabhupāda's disappearance the "Light of the Bhāgawata" still remained unpublished, and the illustrations not yet painted. Only recently has "Light of the Bhāgawata" been published in English and Chinese.

The color illustrations were done by the renowned artist Madame Yun-sheng Li, whose mature creative talent and sensitive brushwork alone could properly complement
Prabhupāda’s beautiful descriptions of the autumn season. Thus the beautifully effulgent “Light of the Bhāgawata” may now shine upon the world.

This is the first English edition which contains the beautiful color reproductions of Madame Li’s work, 48 paintings completed in less than a year’s time, meticulous in their detail despite her advanced age and sometimes failing eyesight. Undoubtedly this collection presents the culmination of her long distinguished career as one of the great artists of modern China. Her Gongbi style of painting, together with Śrīla Prabhupāda’s poetic descriptions which appear alongside, make for a unique blending of the world’s two oldest cultural traditions — India and China. The “Light of the Bhāgawata” also appears in the Chinese language complete with color illustrations.

We sincerely hope that readers will appreciate the simplicity and clarity with which Śrīla Prabhupāda has commented on these verses.

This material world is but a reflection of the pure spiritual world from which the “Light of the Bhāgawata” emanates. Nature itself, as well as the whole cosmic creation, has its original counterpart in the spiritual world. The order and patterns which we see set about in nature are intentionally designed to illustrate spiritual truths. Indeed, the very existence of nature and its intricate balance is proof for any honest man of the existence of the Supreme Being, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Kṛṣṇa.

The Publishers
The arrival of clouds, accompanied by thunder and flashes of lightning all over the sky, provides a picture of life-giving hope. Covered by deep bluish clouds, the sky appears artificially dressed. The thunder and lightning within the clouds are signs of hope for a new way of life.
The serene sky, limitlessly expansive, is compared to the Absolute Truth. The living entities are truths manifested in relation with the modes of material nature. The deep bluish cloud covers only an insignificant portion of the limitless sky, and this fractional covering is compared to the quality of ignorance, or forgetfulness of the real nature of the living being. A living entity is as pure as the limitless sky. He becomes covered by the cloud of forgetfulness, however, in his tendency for enjoying the material world. Because of this quality, called tamas (ignorance), he considers himself different from the Absolute Whole and forgets his purity, which is like that of the clear sky. This forgetfulness gives rise to separatism in false ego. Thus the forgetful living entities, individually and collectively, make sounds like thundering clouds: “I am this,” “It is ours,” or “It is mine.” This mood of false separatism is called the quality of rajas, and it gives rise to a creative force for separate lordship over the mode of tamas. The flash of lightning is the only beam of hope that can lead one to the path of knowledge, and therefore it is compared to the mode of sattva, or goodness.

The limitless sky, or the all-pervading Absolute Truth (Brahman), is nondifferent from the covered portion of the sky, but simultaneously the whole sky is different from the fractional portion that is liable to be covered by the dark cloud. The cloud, accompanied by thunder and lightning, cannot possibly cover the limitless sky. Therefore the Absolute Truth, which is compared to the whole sky, is simultaneously one with the manifested living being and different from him. The living being is only a sample of the Absolute Truth and is prone to be covered by the circumstantial cloud of ignorance.
There are two parties of philosophers, generally known as the monists and the dualists. The monist believes in the oneness of the Absolute Truth and the living entity, but the dualist believes in the separate identity of the living being and the Absolute Truth. Above these two classes of philosophers is the philosophy of acintya bhedabheda tattva, or the truth of simultaneous oneness and difference. This philosophy was propounded by Lord Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu in His explanation of the Vedānta-sūtras. The Vedānta is the medium of philosophical interpretations, and thus the Vedānta cannot be the absolute property of any particular class of philosopher. A sincere seeker of the Absolute Truth is called a Vedāntist. Veda means “knowledge.” Any department of knowledge is called a part of the Vedic knowledge, and Vedānta means the ultimate conclusion of all branches of knowledge. As philosophy is called the science of all sciences, Vedānta is the ultimate philosophy of all philosophical speculations.

The scorching heat of the sun evaporates water from the seas, rivers, lakes, and reservoirs, and there is little water anywhere. The people become thirsty and always look overhead for rain, but in despair. Yet just at the right moment, torrents of rain begin to fall everywhere in the land, even on the hard stones, and the land becomes overflooded.
The welfare state imposes upon its citizens scorching taxes in various forms — income tax, sales tax, land tax, terminal tax, excise tax, customs tax, and so many other taxes. But in due course, when the taxes accumulate into a large sum of money, they are utilized for the welfare of the citizens in various ways. Nonetheless, sometimes it happens that the benefits of the taxes fall like rains on stone-hearted men in the state who are unable to utilize the money properly and who squander it for sense gratification.

The common man supposes the unequal distribution of rain to represent nature's wrath for our sinful acts. There is truth in this. Thus to have an equal distribution of state-raised taxes, the citizens need to be scrupulously honest and virtuous. They should be honest in the payment of taxes to the state and should have honest representatives to look over the administration. In the modern setup of democratic states the citizens can have no cause for grievances, because the whole administration is conducted by the people themselves. If the people themselves are dishonest, the administrative machinery must be corrupt. Although a damned government of the people may be given a good or fancy name, if the people are not good they cannot have a good government, regardless of which party governs the administration. Therefore good character in the consciousness of the mass of people is the first principle necessary for a good government and equal distribution of wealth.

In ancient days the kings were taught lessons in political philosophy by ideal teachers, and the citizens from village to village were taught the principles of self-realization according to the Vedic codes for both the material and the spiritual upliftment of society. Therefore the citizens were God conscious and honest in their dealings, and the kings were responsible for the welfare of the state. The same basic principles are accepted in the democratic governments of the present day, for the irresponsible party of the people is always voted out of power and must yield to the
responsible party for a better government. In the cosmic administration there is only one party, which consists of the servants of God, and the responsible deities of the various planets maintain the cosmic laws in terms of the orders of the Supreme Lord. But the people suffer on account of their own folly.

And what is that folly? In Bhagavad-gītā it is said that people should perform yajñas, or sacrifices for the satisfaction of the Supreme.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{annād bhavanti bhūtāni} \\
\text{parjanyād anna-sambhavaḥ} \\
\text{yajñād bhavati parjanyo} \\
\text{yajñah karma-samudbhavaḥ}
\end{align*}
\]

“All living bodies subsist on food grains, which are produced from rains. Rains are produced by performance of yajña [sacrifice], and yajña is born of prescribed duties.” (Bg. 3.14)

The Supreme is all-pervading. Therefore people must learn to perform yajñas to satisfy four different ages, and in the present age of iron industry the yajña that enlightens the mind of the masses for God consciousness is recommended. This process of yajña is called the sankīrtana-yajña, or mass congregation for invoking man’s lost spiritual consciousness. As soon as this movement is taken up through spiritual singing, dancing, and feasting, the people will automatically become obedient and honest.

Obedience is the first law of discipline. The people have become disobedient to the laws of God, and therefore neither rain nor wealth is equally distributed. A man who is ultimately disobedient cannot have any good qualification. When disobedient leaders lead the disobedient people, the whole atmosphere of the administration becomes polluted and full of dangers, as when a blind man leads several other blind men. The state taxes, therefore, should be spent to build the character of the people in general. That will bring happiness to the citizens of the state.
Attracted by electricity throughout the sky and driven by forceful winds, clouds gradually cover the surface of the earth to satisfy the needy people by supplying water, which is the substance of their life. The clouds bestow rains upon man as the mercy of the Lord, who is always kind to the needy living being.
We should always know that God is always kind to us. Despite our gross disobedience to the laws of God's nature, the Lord is kind enough to look after our maintenance. Water is one of the most important items for our maintenance, because without water we can neither produce food grains nor quench our thirst. Water is also required very liberally for many other purposes. Thus the Lord has preserved water on three fourths of the globe and has made it salty to preserve it. Salty water does not decompose, and that is the arrangement of Providence. The Lord has engaged the powerful sun to evaporate the water of planets like earth and distill it into clear water in the clouds and then stock it on the peaks of mountains, as we stock water in overhead tanks for later distribution. Part of the stock of water is refrigerated into ice so that it will not flood the earth for no good purpose. The ice melts gradually throughout the year, flows down through the great rivers, and glides down to the sea again for preservation.
Therefore the laws of God’s nature are neither blind nor accidental, as men with a poor fund of knowledge conclude. Behind the laws of nature is the living brain of God, as there is always a lawmaker behind all the laws of the state. It does not matter whether or not we see the lawmaker behind the common laws; we must admit that there is a lawmaker. Matter can never work automatically, without a living hand, and therefore we must admit the existence of God, the supreme living being, behind the laws of nature. The Lord says in Bhagavad-gītā that nature works under His superintendence.

\[
\text{mayādhyaśeṣa prakṛtiḥ}
\]
\[
sūyate sa-carācaram
\]
\[
hetunānena kaunteya
\]
\[
jagad viparivartate
\]

“This material nature is working under My direction, O son of Kunti, and it is producing all moving and unmoving beings. By its rule this manifestation is created and annihilated again and again.”
(Bg. 9.10)

Nature is only a power, and behind the power is a powerhouse and a brain, just as behind electrical power there is an electrical powerhouse, where everything is conducted by the brain of the resident engineer. The material nature works so nicely, and not
blindly, because of the superintendence of the supreme powerful God. In the Vedic hymns (Atharva Veda) the same thing is confirmed. It is only under the superintendence of God that all the natural laws are conducted.

The Lord distributes His mercy in the form of rains on the scorched earth at times of dire necessity. He supplies rain when we are practically on the verge of death for want of water. God is merciful undoubtedly, but He bestows His mercy on us when we need it most. This is so because we forget God as soon as we obtain this mercy. We should therefore remember the mercy of God constantly if we want to avoid distress. We are eternally related with Him, despite the state of forgetfulness already described above. The Bhagavad-gītā confirms that the laws of nature are stringent because they are conducted by three different modes. But one who surrenders unto the Lord overcomes the stringency of nature easily. In Bhagavad-gītā, the Lord affirms this:

\[
daivī hy eṣa guṇamayaṁ  
mama māyā duratīyayā  
māṁ eva ye prapadante  
māyāṁ etāṁ taranti te
\]

“This divine energy of Mine, consisting of the three modes of material nature, is difficult to overcome. But those who have surrendered unto Me can easily cross beyond it.” (Bg. 7.14)
After heavy rain showers, the fields and forests in all directions appear green and healthy. Thus they resemble a man who has undergone severe austerities for some material gain and has achieved his end, for such a man is strong, hearty, and good-looking.

The greenery of the rainy season is but a temporary show. It looks very pleasant, but we must remember that it will not last. Similarly, there are persons who undergo severe austerities for some material gain, but those who are sane avoid this. Severe austerities for temporary gains are simply a waste of time and
energy. Material loss and gain are destined in accordance with the formation of each particular body. There are 8,400,000 species of life, and each type of body is destined to enjoy and suffer in accordance with its particular formation. The bodily enjoyments and sufferings of a wealthy man’s son are different from those of a poor man’s son. Although no one undergoes severe austerities to obtain distress, it comes upon us uncalled. Similarly, the happiness we are destined to enjoy will come upon us even without our desires.

Even though we may be able to avoid distress and artificially enjoy some material happiness by temporary achievements, this represents no factual gain in life. Our duty is to achieve permanent happiness and eternal life, and it is for that purpose only — for the ultimate gain — that we should undertake all sorts of penances and austerities.

This ultimate gain is possible to achieve in the human form of life. Permanent happiness is possible when one is free from material sources of happiness, for continuation of material bondage means continuation of the threefold miseries. Human life is meant for ending these miseries.

We should not try to be beautiful like seasonal flowers or greenery that flourish in the rainy season but are weary in the winter. To be enlivened by the clouds of ignorance overhead and to enjoy the sight of temporary greenery is not at all desirable. One should try to live in the unlimited clear sky overflooded with the rays of the sun and moon. That is what we actually desire. A life of freedom in eternity, complete knowledge, and a blissful atmosphere is the heart’s desire of an enlightened soul. We should undertake all sorts of penances and austerities to attain that permanent source of happiness.
The evening in the rainy season is dark all around. There is no sight of the twinkling stars on the horizon or the pleasing moon. They are covered by clouds. And the insignificant glowworms become prominent in the absence of the luminaries in the open sky.
As there are seasonal changes within a year, so there are changing ages in the duration of the manifest cosmic world. These changing ages are called yugas, or periods. As there are three modes of nature, there are also various ages dominated by these three modes. The period dominated by the mode of goodness is called Satya-yuga, the period of passion is called Treta-yuga, the period of mixed passion and ignorance is called Dwāpara-yuga, and the period of darkness and ignorance (the last period) is called Kali-yuga, or the Age of Quarrel. The word kali means “quarrel.” Kali-yuga is compared to the rainy season because many difficulties in life are experienced during this damp season.

In Kali-yuga there is a dearth of proper guidance. One may take guidance in the evening from the stars and moon, but in the rainy season the light of guidance comes from insignificant glow-worms. The real light in life is the Vedic knowledge. The Bhagavad-gītā affirms that the purpose of the Vedas is to know the all-powerful Personality of Godhead.

sūrvasya cāham hṛdi sanniviṣṭho
maññatāṁ svaṁ jñānam āpokhaṇam ca
vedaiś ca sarvair aham eva vedyo
vedānta-kṛd veda-vid eva cāham

“I am seated in everyone’s heart, and from Me come remembrance, knowledge and forgetfulness. By all the Vedas am I to be known: indeed I am the compiler of Vedānta, and I am the knower of the Vedas.” (Bg. 15.15)
But in this Age of Quarrel there are quarrels even over the point of the existence of Godhead. In the godless civilization of the Age of Quarrel there are numberless societies, religious communities, and religious sects, most of them trying to banish God from religion. Glowworms want to be prominent in the absence of the sun and the stars, and these small groups following various religious conceptions are like glowworms trying to be prominent before the eyes of the ignorant mass of people. There are now a number of self-made incarnations people follow without authority from the Vedic literatures. There is regular competition between one incarnation's group and another's.

The Vedic knowledge comes in a tradition from the spiritual master through the chain of disciplic succession, and the knowledge must be acquired through this chain, without deviation. In the present Age of Quarrel the chain has been broken here and there, and thus the Veda is now interpreted by unauthorized men who have no realization. The so-called followers of the Vedas deny the existence of God, as in the darkness of a cloudy evening the glowworms deny the existence of the moon and stars. Saner people should not be waylaid by such unscrupulous men. The Bhagavad-gītā is the summary of all Vedic knowledge because it is spoken by the same Personality of Godhead who imparted the Vedic knowledge into the heart of Brahmā, the first created being in the universe. Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam was especially spoken for the guidance of the people of this age, which is darkened by the cloud of ignorance.
On hearing the sound of the torrential rains, the frogs come out of the mountain caves and begin to chant, like brahmacharis who chant the Vedic hymns by the order of the spiritual master.
In this age of a godless civilization the sages of world-recognized religious sects who believe in God must come out of their secluded places and preach the science of God, the Supreme Will, to the people in general. Hindus, Moslems, Christians, and the members of the other sects that have convincing faith in the authority of God must not sit idly now and silently watch the rapid growth of a godless civilization. There is the supreme will of God, and no nation or society can live in peace and prosperity without acceptance of this vital truth.

The warning is already there, and responsible leaders of religious sects must meet together and form a common platform of a league of devotees of the Lord. There is no need for self-realized souls to live in a secluded place. Perfect self-realized souls, engaged in the service of the Lord, are unafraid of māyā, just as law-abiding citizens of a state never fear the police. Such fearless devotees of God always speak scientifically about the existence of God, even at the risk of death. Such devotees of God feel compassion for the mass of people, who have completely forgotten the Supreme Lord and who engage in the false pursuit of happiness that ends in the sense pleasures enjoyed by the hogs and dogs.
The small rivulets that almost dried up during the months of May and June now begin to overflow their banks, like upstarts that suddenly overflow the limits of expenditure.
One should learn gravity from the sea and the rivulet. The sea is always within its limits, in spite of the many rivers pouring water into it. Similarly, one should properly use the assets of life and not squander them for purposes that have no permanent value. Uncontrolled, sensuous persons play with the assets of the body and accumulate wealth. But the strength of the body should be used for self-realization, not for sense gratification.

Human beings have two kinds of temperament. Some are introspective, and the others are extravagant. Those who are extravagant are enamored of the external features of phenomenal beauty and have no insight into the whole manifestation. They are practically asleep to introspection, and thus they are unable to derive any permanent value from the assets of the human form of body. But one who has developed introspection is as grave as the sea. While those who are extravagant are calm and quiet in sleep, such grave persons use the full advantage of the human form of life.

Although the animal propensities of the body should be minimized, those who are extravagant temporarily overflow in material enjoyment. Nonetheless, as soon as the rainy season of life is over, they become as dry as dry river beds. Life is meant for the right cause, or sat — that which exists for all time. In the material world, nothing is sat, or eternal, but the bad bargain of the material world can be used for the best purpose. The mind dedicated to extravagance is a bad bargain, but one can make the best use of the mind by introspection.
The colorful greenery of the newly grown grass, the seasonal flowers, the frog’s umbrellas, the butterflies, and the other variegatedness of the rainy season perfectly represent a well-to-do family absorbed in vanity over their personal assets.

A rich man displays his opulence in various colorful ways. He has a good residential bungalow with sufficient property and a well-trimmed garden. The bungalow is decorated with up-to-date furniture and carpets. There are motor cars with dazzling polish, and a radio set receiving and broadcasting colorful news and melodious songs. All these captivate their proprietor as though he were in a dreamland of his own creation.

When the same man was as dry as fallow land and had none of these opulences, he was plain in behavior, but since obtaining all these material means of enjoyment he has forgotten the principle that everything in the world comes and goes away like the changing seasons. The beautiful Red Fort and the Taj Mahal were built by Shah Jahan, who left the place long ago, and many others have also come and gone in the same place, like seasonal flowers. Material assets are like seasonal flowers only. Either the flowers wither, or the gardener himself leaves. This is the law of nature. Therefore, if we want permanent life, knowledge and bliss, we must seek them somewhere else, not in the changeable, temporary rainy season, which is flooded with so many varieties of pleasing sights that vanish when the season ends.

Material manifestations of things are but shadowy representations of reality. They are compared to mirages in the desert. In the desert there is no water, but the foolish deer runs after illusory water in the desert to quench his thirsty heart. Water is not unreal, but the place where we seek it is misleading. The advancement of materialistic civilization is just like a mirage in the desert. The deer runs after water in the desert with full speed, and the illusion of water moves ahead at the same speed as the foolish deer. Water is not false, but we must not seek it in the desert. A living entity, by his past experience, remembers the real happiness of his original spiritual existence, but since he has forgotten himself he seeks spiritual or permanent happiness in matter, although this is impossible to achieve.
A picturesque scene of green paddy fields enlivens the heart of the poor agriculturalist, but it brings gloom to the face of the capitalist who lives by exploiting the poor farmers.
With good rains, the farmer’s business in agriculture flourishes. Agriculture is the noblest profession. It makes society happy, wealthy, healthy, honest, and spiritually advanced for a better life after death. The vaiśya community, or the mercantile class of men, take to this profession. In the *Bhagavad-gītā* the vaiśyas are described as the natural agriculturalists, the protectors of cows, and the general traders.

When Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa incarnated Himself at Vrndāvana, He took pleasure in becoming a beloved son of such a vaiśya family. Nanda Mahārāja was a big protector of cows, and Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, as the most beloved son of Nanda Mahārāja, used to tend His father’s animals in the neighboring forest. By His personal example Lord Kṛṣṇa wanted to teach us the value of protecting cows. Nanda Mahārāja is said to have possessed 900,000 cows, and at the time of Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa (about 5,000 years ago) the tract of land known as Vrndāvana was flooded with milk and butter. Therefore God’s gifted professions for mankind are agriculture and cow protection.

Trade is meant only for transporting surplus produce to places where the produce is scanty. But when traders become too greedy and materialistic they take to large-scale commerce and industry and allure the poor agriculturalist to unsanitary industrial towns with a false hope of earning more money. The industrialist and the capitalist do not want the farmer to remain at home, satisfied with his agricultural produce. When the farmers are satisfied by a luxuriant growth of food grains, the capitalist becomes gloomy at heart. But the real fact is that humanity must depend on agriculture and subsist on agricultural produce. No one can produce rice and wheat in big iron factories. The industrialist goes to the villagers to purchase the food grains he is unable to produce in his factory. The poor agriculturalist takes advances from the capitalist and sells his produce at a lower price. Hence when food grains are produced abundantly the farmers become financially stronger, and thus the capitalist becomes morose at being unable to exploit them.
Just as a living being attains a transcendentally attractive form by rendering service to Lord Hari, similarly, all the inhabitants of the land and the water have assumed beautiful forms by taking advantage of the newly fallen water.
We have practical experience of this with our students in the International Society for Krishna Consciousness. Before becoming students, they were dirty looking, although they had naturally beautiful personal features; but due to having no information of Kṛṣṇa consciousness they appeared very dirty and wretched. Since they have taken to Kṛṣṇa consciousness, their health has improved, and by following the rules and regulations, their bodily luster has increased. When they are dressed with saffron colored cloth, with tilaka on their foreheads and beads in their hands and on their necks, they look exactly as if they come directly from Vaikuṇṭha.

The residents of the water are the fish, frogs, and so on, and the residents of the land are the cows, deer, and so on. By constantly drinking and taking bath in the fresh rain water of the rainy season, the tired and parched animals are refreshed and their complexion becomes brilliant as their health is invigorated by the arrival of new rain water. The lakes, ponds and rivers are cleansed and invigorated by the down-pour of new rain water and thus become most beautiful. Similarly, a devotee of the Supreme Lord who takes advantage of the beautiful and invigorating downpour of the transcendental descriptions of God found in Vedic literature finds his spiritual consciousness invigorated and refreshed. In this way his spiritual-ized body becomes very beautiful.
In the rainy season, when the rivers swell and rush to the ocean, and as the wind blows the waves about, the ocean appears to be agitated. Similarly, if a person engaged in the mystic yoga process is not very advanced in spiritual life, he can be affected by the modes of nature and thus will be agitated by the sex impulse.
A person fixed in spiritual knowledge will not be attracted by the allurement of material nature in the form of beautiful women and the sex pleasure enjoyed in their association. One however, who is still immature in the cultivation of spiritual knowledge may be attracted at any moment by the illusion of temporary happiness, just as the ocean is agitated by the rushing rivers and blowing wind which occur during the rainy season. It is therefore very important to fix oneself at the lotus feet of a bona fide spiritual master who is a representative of God so that one will not be carried away by sex agitation.
(十二) 佛说：「若欲得解脱，当先除烦恼。」
山中禅师立不倒。}

(注释：此图为古画，描绘了山中禅师立不倒的情景。)
The mountains, although being struck by torrents of rain during the rainy season, are not shaken, just as those whose hearts are dedicated to the transcendental Personality of Godhead are never disturbed even when they are harassed by great misfortune.

Because a person who is spiritually advanced accepts any adverse condition of life as the mercy of the Lord, he is completely eligible to enter into the spiritual kingdom. Even though a person takes to the devotional service of the Supreme Lord, he may sometimes become diseased, impoverished or disappointed by life’s events. A true devotee of the Lord always considers these sufferings to be due to past sinful activities, and thus he is not disturbed, patiently awaiting the mercy of the Supreme Lord. Such devotees are compared to high mountains which are never agitated in any way even when struck by powerful torrents of rain in the rainy season. Rather, they remain humble in spiritual enlightenment. Free of pride and envy, they easily gain the mercy of the Lord and go back to home, back to Godhead.
In the rainy season some of the roads are not frequently used and become covered with long grasses, on account of which it becomes very difficult to see the road. Similarly, in this age the transcendental scriptures are not properly studied by the brāhmaṇas. Being covered by the effects of time, the scriptures are practically lost, and it becomes very difficult to understand or follow them.

A covered road is exactly like a brāhmaṇa who is not accustomed to studying and practicing the reformatory practices of Vedic injunctions — he becomes covered with the long grasses of illusion. In that condition, forgetful of his constitutional nature, he forgets his position of eternal servitorship to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. By being deviated by the seasonal overgrowth of long grasses created by māyā, a person identifies himself with illusory productions of nature and succumbs to illusion, forgetting his spiritual life.
The lightning becomes unsteady in its friendship, failing to remain faithfully in any one of the clouds, although they are the friends of the entire world, just as lusty women do not remain steady even in the company of men who possess excellent qualities.
During the rainy season, lightning appears in one group of clouds and then immediately in another group of clouds. This phenomenon is compared to a lusty woman who does not fix her mind on one man. A cloud is compared to a qualified person because it pours rains and gives sustenance to many people; a man who is qualified similarly gives sustenance to many living creatures, such as family members or many workers in business. Unfortunately, his whole life can be disturbed by a wife who divorces him; when the husband is disturbed, the whole family is ruined, the children are dispersed or the business is closed, and everything is affected. It is therefore recommended that a woman desiring to advance in Kṛṣṇa consciousness peacefully live with a husband and that the couple not separate under any condition. The husband and wife should control sex indulgence and concentrate their minds on Kṛṣṇa consciousness so their life may be successful. After all, in the material world a man requires a woman, and a woman requires a man. When they are combined, they should live peacefully in Kṛṣṇa consciousness and should not be restless like the lightning, flashing from one group of clouds to another.
In the midst of the thunder in the cloudy sky, there appears a rainbow that has no string. Its appearance is compared to the appearance of the Supreme Personality of Godhead or His servants in the midst of the material atmosphere.
The Sanskrit word *guna* means “quality” or “mode,” as well as “string” or “rope.” When a rainbow appears during the rainy season, it is observed to be like a bow and no *guna*, or string. Similarly, the appearance of the Personality of Godhead or His transcendental servants has nothing to do with the qualitative modes of material nature. The phenomenal appearance of the Transcendence is free from the qualities of material nature, and thus it resembles a bow with no string.

The transcendental Supreme Lord is eternally the form of transcendental existence, knowledge, and bliss. The material energy works under His good will, and therefore He is never affected by the modes of material nature. When He appears before us in the midst of material interactions, He remains always unaffected, like a stringless rainbow.

By His inconceivable energy, the Supreme Lord can appear and disappear like a rainbow, which appears and disappears without being affected by the roaring thunder and the cloudy sky. The Lord is eternally the biggest of the big and the smallest of the small. The living beings, who are His parts and parcels, are the smallest of the small, and He is the biggest of the big as the Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
(十六)
黑夜裏，明月高照，
才見雲朵飄動，看來卻像明月隨雲浮升；
就如生物錯把自己的物質認同，
看似移動不息。
At night, by the grace of the moonlight, the clouds in the sky can be seen moving. Yet the moon itself appears to be moving, just as a living being appears to be moving because of false identification with matter.

At night in the rainy season the moving clouds reflecting the moonlight make the moon appear to be moving. This is called illusion. The spirit soul, or the living being, is the root of all the activities of the material body, but because of illusion the spirit soul remains covered by the gross and subtle material bodies. Thus covered, the conditioned soul identifies with the material body and thus becomes subject to the sense of false ego.

This false ego obliges a living being to consider his material body to be his self, the offspring of the body to be his children, and the land of the birth of the body to be an object of worship. Thus the living being's conception of nationalism is another type of ignorance. Because of ignorance a living being identifies himself with the land of his birth and moves with the misconceptions of national ideas. In fact, however, a living being does not belong to any nation or species of life. He has nothing to do with the body, as the moon has nothing to do with the moving clouds.

The moon is far away from the clouds and is fixed in its own orbit, but illusion presents a scene in which the moon appears to be moving. A living being should not float with the misconception of the temporary body; he must always know himself to be transcendental to the bodily identity. This is the path of knowledge, and complete knowledge fixes the living being in the orbit of spiritual activities.

The spiritual living force is always active by nature. By illusion his activities are wrongly directed in relation with the body, but in the liberated condition of complete knowledge his activities are conducted in spiritual devotion. Liberation does not mean stopping activities; it means being purified of illusory activities and becoming transcendental to relations with the gross and subtle bodies.
孔雀因天際雲朵出現，
欣然起舞。
虔誠的靈魂蒙聖人蒞臨府邸，
雀躍歡騰。
When the clouds appear in the sky the peacock begins to dance in ecstasy, as a sincere soul becomes overwhelmed with joy on the appearance of a saint at his house.

The duty of sages and saints is to go from door to door and thus enlighten the householders in spiritual knowledge. Householder life is compared to a dark well. In a dark well the frog cannot see the free light of the open sky. The dark well of householder life kills the soul. One should therefore get out of it so that he may see the light of spiritual vision. Saints and sages mercifully try to uplift fallen souls from the dark well of householder life. An enlightened householder therefore takes pleasure in the appearance of such saints and sages at his house. The mind of the householder who is a conditioned soul is always
disturbed by the threefold miseries of material life. Everyone wants to be happy in his householder life, but the laws of nature do not allow one to become happy in material existence, which is like a spontaneous forest fire.

In the Age of Kali, as described before, people in general no longer take pleasure in the presence of saints and sages, nor are they interested in spiritual enlightenment. The saints and sages, however, take all risks to propagate the message of Godhead. Lord Jesus Christ, Thākura Haridāsa, Lord Nityānanda Prabhu, and many such sages risked their life to propagate the message of Godhead. Self-realized saints and sages take such risks for the spiritual enlightenment of the people in general. They do not take vows of silence meant to win cheap glory from the ignorant mass of people. God is satisfied only when His devotees take all sorts of risks to propagate His glories. Such devotees are unafraid of the difficult journey to cross the ocean of nescience. They are always anxious for the welfare of the fallen souls, who are ached to the false enjoyment of materialistic life, in which they forget their eternal relation with God.

It is the duty of the saints and sages to enlighten the fallen souls, and reciprocally it is the duty of the householder to receive the saints and sages cordially, as the peacock dances in ecstasy at the presence of clouds in the sky. The fire of threefold miseries experienced by materialistic men can be extinguished only by the cloud of mercy of the saints and sages who can pour down the water of transcendental messages to put an end to the miseries of the householders.
Many plants and creepers that were almost dead during the months of April and May are now visible again in various forms, for they are nourished by their roots in the moist earth. These numberless plants and creepers resemble persons who dry up in severe penances for some material gain but then achieve their objectives and become luxuriously fat, nourished by sense enjoyment.
In *Bhagavad-gītā* it is said that when the daytime of Brahmā is over the manifested creations of the universe all vanish and after the end of Brahmā’s night the creation is manifested again.

\[
\text{bhūta-grāmoh sa evāvaimn}
\]
\[
\text{bhūtvā bhūtvā prāliyate}
\]
\[
\text{rātry-āgame'vasah pārthu}
\]
\[
\text{prabhavaty ahar-āgame}
\]

‘Again and again the day comes, and this host of beings is active; and again the night falls. O Pārtha, and they are helplessly dissolved. (Bg. 8.19)"

Thus the cosmic creation, in its manifestation and nonmanifestation, resembles the creepers and plants that appear during the rainy season and gradually vanish when the season is over. Even when the plants and creepers are no longer to be seen, their seeds remain, and these dormant seeds fructify in contact with water. Similarly, the seedlike spiritual sparks who are dominated by the desire to lord it over the material nature exist in a dormant state after the cosmic manifestation is annihilated, and when the cosmic manifestation reappears all the silent living beings within the womb of material nature come out and engage in sense enjoyment, thereby growing luxuriously fat.

To attain liberation, one must be completely purified of perverted forms of desire. A living being cannot snuff out desires, and to practice artificially erasing the actions of desire is more dangerous than the active desires themselves. All desires should be reformed and directed towards spiritual activities; otherwise those same desires will repeatedly manifest themselves in different varieties of material enjoyment, thus conditioning the living being perpetually in material bondage."
A crane stands on the edge of a pond that is always disturbed by flowing water, mud, and stones. The crane is like a householder who is disturbed in the shelter of his home but who because of too much attachment does not want to change his position.
The forgetful householder life of the conditioned soul is a soul-killing dark well. This is the opinion of Śrī Prahlāda Mahārāja, the celebrated devotee of the Lord. Too much attachment for hearth and home is never recommended by a self-realized soul. Therefore the span of human life should be methodically divided.

The first stage is called the *brahmacārī-aśrama*, or the order of life in childhood, when the man-to-be is trained in the ultimate goal of life. The next stage is the *grāhastha aśrama*, in which the man is trained to enter into the Transcendence. Then comes the *vānaprastha aśrama*, the preliminary stage of renounced life. The last stage recommended is the *sannyāsa* order, or the renounced order of life. In this way one accepts a gradual process of spiritual activities for the ultimate goal of liberation.

Unfortunately, for want of sufficient culture of the human spirit, no one wants to give up the householder life, even though it is full of pinpricks and mud. And those who are too attached amidst the pinpricks of muddy householder life are compared to the cranes that stand on the bank of the river for some sense enjoyment despite all the inconveniences there. We should always remember that the society, friendship, and love we are supposed to enjoy in family life are only shadowy representations of the real society, friendship, and love reciprocated in the kingdom of God. There is no reality in the conditioned life of material existence, but because of our ignorance we are attached to the mirage. The idea of society, friendship, and love is not at all false, but the place where we search for it is false. We have to give up this false position and rise to the reality. That should be the aim of life, and that is the result of cultivating the human spirit.

Unfortunately, for want of sufficient culture of this spirit, the materialistic man always sticks to this false place in spite of all its turmoils. It is said that a man should give up the order of householder life at the age of fifty. But in this era of ignorance even an old man wants to rejuvenate his bodily functions, put on artificial teeth, and make a pretense of youthful life, even on the verge of death. Cranelike politicians especially are too much attached to the false prestige of position and rank, and so they always seek reelection, even at the fag end of life. These are some of the symptoms of an uncultured life.
Fierce torrents of rain break over the strands and the partition walls of the paddy field. These disturbances resemble those created by the seasonal opponents of the standard principles of the Vedas, who are influenced by the Age of Kali.
Originally the path of self-realization was established by the standard direction of the Vedas. Srila Vyāsadeva divided the original Veda into four divisions, namely Sāma, Atharva, Rk, and Yajur. Then he divided the same Vedas into eighteen Purāṇas (supplements) and the Mahābhārata, and then again the same author summarized them in the Vedānta-sūtras. The purpose of all these Vedic literatures is to realize one's self to be a spiritual being, eternally related with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the all-attractive form (Śrī Kṛṣṇa).

But all these different Vedic literatures were systematically distorted by the onslaught of the Age of Kali, as the walls of the paddy field and the strand of the river are distorted by the onslaught of heavy rains. The attacks of distortion are offered by atheistic philosophers who are connected only with eating, drinking, being married, and enjoying.
These atheists are all against the revealed scriptures because such persons are intimately attached to sense pleasures and gross materialism. There are also others who do not believe in the eternity of life. Some of them propose that life is ultimately to be annihilated and that only the material energy is conserved. Others are less concerned with physical laws but do not believe anything beyond their experience. And still others equate spirit and matter and declare the distinction between them to be illusory.

There is no doubt that the Vedas stand as the most recognized books of knowledge, from every angle of vision. But over the course of time the Vedic path has been attacked by philosophers like Charvaka, Buddha, Arhat, Kapila, Patañjali, Śaṅkarā, Vaikaran, Jaimini, the Nāyakas, the Vaiśyaśikhas, the Saguṇists, the Empericists, the Pasupat Saivas, the Saguṇa Saivas, the Brahmas, the Aryas, and many others (the list of non-Vedic speculators grows daily, without restriction). The path of the Vedas does not accord with any principle devoid of an eternal relation with God, attainment of His devotional service, and culmination in transcendental love for Him.

21 The wind carries the clouds to different parts of the globe, and the clouds distribute rains, to the satisfaction of the people in general, just as rich kings and merchants distribute their accumulated wealth, inspired by religious priests.
As already explained, the four divisions of society — namely the intelligent class of men (the brāhmaṇas), the ruling class (the kṣatriyas), the mercantile class (the vaiśyas), and the laboring class (the śūdras) — are meant to achieve one goal in life: self-realization, or cultivation of the human spirit. The intelligent class of men, the brāhmaṇas, are to inspire the kṣatriyas and vaiśyas in performing sacrifices for spiritual cultivation, and thus the cooperation of the brāhmaṇas, kṣatriyas, and vaiśyas uplifts the people in general, or the ordinary laboring class of men. As soon as this cooperation between the four classes of men in society stops and the basic principles of spiritual culture are neglected, the social structure of humanity becomes a second edition of animal life, based on the propensities of eating, sleeping, fearing, and mating. It is the duty of the intelligent men to influence the members of the richer communities — the kṣatriyas and vaiśyas — to sacrifice for spiritual culture. Only in this way can the tension between the capitalists and the laborers be well mitigated.

In this Age of Kali, when a slight difference of opinion leads to quarrel, even to the extent of riots, it is the duty of the intelligent men, the brāhmaṇas, to selflessly inspire the richer people to sacrifice for this purpose. It is suggested herewith that the men of the intelligent class should not themselves try to become
kṣatriyas or vaiśyas, nor should they engage themselves in the occupations of the various other classes; rather, the brāhmaṇas should simply guide them in spiritual cultivation, just as the wind carries the clouds to other places to pour water. The wind itself does not take up the responsibility for pouring water.

The most intelligent men in society are the saints and sages who have sacrificed everything for the service of spiritual culture. Their duty is to travel throughout human society and inspire its members to engage themselves in acts of spiritual culture by sacrificing their words, money, intelligence, and life. That should be the theme of human life in order to make it a complete success. A society with no taste for spiritual culture is a blazing fire, and everyone in that fire perpetually suffers the threefold miseries. As clouds pour water on a blazing fire in the forest and thus extinguish it, the intelligent men who work as the spiritual masters of society pour water on the blazing fire of miseries by disseminating spiritual knowledge and inspiring the richer section of the society to help in the cause. Temples of worship, for example, are constructed by the rich, and these temples are meant to impart spiritual education to people in general. The periodic spiritual ceremonies are held for inspiration, and not for exploitation. If there are flaws now because of the Age of Kali, they should be rectified but the institution must be saved.
After the complete rainy season, the forest of Vrindavana was full of fruits like dates and blackberries ripening on the trees and bushes. Lord Sri Krsna, along with His elder brother Sri Baladeva and other cowherd boys of the vicinity, entered the beautiful forest, accompanied by the cows, to display transcendental pastimes with His eternal friends.

Lord Sri Krsna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, appears with His personal entourage once in 4,320,000,000 years and displays His transcendental paraphernalia, just to attract the conditioned souls of the material world. Although the material world is only a shadow of the spiritual world, the materially encaged living entities seek spiritual happiness here, in a form perverted by materialistic attachment. Emperic philosophers with a poor fund of knowledge imagine a spiritual picture that is impersonal. But the spiritual living being, less attracted by the impersonal form of spiritual emancipation, becomes more attracted by the material form and becomes hopeless of spiritual emancipation.
Therefore the Absolute Personality of Godhead, out of His limitless and causeless mercy, descends from the spiritual kingdom and displays His personal pastimes at Vṛndāvana, the replica of the Kṛṣṇaloka planet in the spiritual sky. Vṛndāvana is the most sacred place within this cosmic universe, and people seeking to achieve spiritual emancipation by entering the kingdom of God may make a home at Vṛndāvana and become serious students of the six Gosvāmīs who were instructed by Lord Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu. The six Gosvāmīs were headed by Śrīla Rūpa Gosvāmī who was followed by Śrīla Sanātana, Bhaṭṭa Raguṇātha, Śrīla Jīva Gosvāmī, Gopala Bhaṭṭa, and Śrīla Raguṇātha dāsa Gosvāmi. They were all seriously engaged in research and excavation of the mystery of Vṛndāvana dhāma.

Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, appeared at Vṛndāvana about five thousand years ago, and the relics of His appearance at Vṛndāvana were lost from view. But Lord Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu, who is the very same Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa in the form of a great devotee, appeared at Navadvīpa, a district in West Bengal, and excavated the holy places of Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa’s transcendental pastimes. He instructed the above-mentioned six Gosvāmīs to compose authorized literature on the cult of Vṛndāvana, and any serious student anxious to know about the Supreme Lord may take advantage of this invaluable literature and the guidance of authorized scholars and thus know about the Lord of Vṛndāvana, Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the Personality of Godhead.
After the complete rainy season, the forest of Vrndavana was full of fruits like dates and blackberries ripening on the trees and bushes. Lord Sri Krishna, along with His elder brother Sri Baladeva and other cowherd boys of the vicinity, entered the beautiful forest, accompanied by the cows, to display transcendental pastimes with His eternal friends.
The cows that followed the Lord within the forest moved slowly because of their heavy, milk-laden udders. But when the Lord called them by their specific names they at once became alert, and as they hastened toward Him their milk bags overflowed and poured milk on the ground because of affection for the Lord.
It is understood from scriptures like the Brahmac-sarhitā that in the spiritual abode of the Lord the houses are made of touchstone and the trees are all desire trees. There the Lord is accustomed to tending thousands and thousands of kāmadhenus (cows able to supply unlimited quantities of milk). And all the houses, trees, and cows are qualitatively nondifferent from the Lord. The Lord and His paraphernalia in the spiritual abode are all one and the same in quality, although there are differences for the pleasure of the Lord. In the material world also we have various paraphernalia for our pleasures in life, but because all this paraphernalia is made of matter it is all destructible at the end. In the spiritual sky there are the very same varieties of pleasure, but they are all meant for the Lord. There the Lord alone is the supreme enjoyer and beneficiary, and all others are enjoyed by the Lord. The Lord is served there by all kinds of servitors, and both the master and the servitors are of the same quality. This spiritual variegatedness is displayed by the Lord when He descends at Vṛndāvana, and we may know that the Lord descends with His personal staff of cows, cowherd boys, and cowherd maidens, all of whom are but spiritual expansions of the Lord Himself for His own pleasures. Thus when called by the Lord the cows were overwhelmed by joyous affection, just as the mother’s breast overflows with milk when the child cries for it.
All of us living beings are differentiated expansions of the Lord. But our affection for the Lord is submerged within us, artificially covered by the material quality of ignorance. Spiritual culture is meant to revive this natural affection of the living being for the Lord. The ingredients of fire are already present in safety matches, and only mild friction is needed to ignite a fire. Similarly, our natural affection for the Lord has to be revived by a little culture. Specifically, we have to receive the messages of the Lord with a purified heart.

For spiritual realization one has to purify the heart and know things in their true perspective. As soon as one does this, the flow of one’s natural affection begins to glide towards the Lord, and with the progress of this flow one becomes more and more self-realized in various relations with the Lord. The Lord is the center of all the affection of all living beings, who are all His parts and parcels. When the flow of natural affection for the Lord is clogged by desires to imitate His lordship, one is said to be in māyā, or illusion. Māyā has no substantial existence, but as long as its hallucinations go on, their reactions are felt. The Lord, by His causeless mercy, displays the reality of life so that our hallucinations may be completely dissipated.

When the Lord entered the forest of Vṛndāvana, all the inhabitants of the forest, both animate and inanimate, were eager to receive Him. He saw that the flowers of the forest, all fully blossoming, were weeping in ecstasy, honey flowing down their petals. The waterfalls on the hilly rocks were gladly flowing, and one could hear sweet sounds from the caves nearby.
The Lord has multifarious energies, and therefore the Lord and His energies are identical. Among His various energies the material energy is one, and it is said in the *Bhagavad-gītā* that the material energy is inferior in quality to the spiritual energy. Spiritual energy is superior because without contact with the spiritual energy the material energy alone cannot produce anything. But the source of all energies is the all-attractive Personality of Godhead, Śrī Kṛṣṇa.

This material world is a combination of matter and spirit, but the spiritual world, which is far, far away from the material sky, is purely spiritual and has no contact with matter. In the spiritual world, everything is spirit. We have already discussed this. The Personality of Godhead, the original source of all energies, is able to convert spirit into matter and matter into spirit. For Him there is no difference between matter and spirit. He is therefore called *kaivalya*.

In Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa's transcendental pastimes, He reciprocates with spirit, not matter. When He is in the mortal world, the material qualities cannot work upon Him. An electrician knows how to take work from electricity. With the help of electricity he can turn water into cold or heat. Similarly, the Personality of Godhead can turn matter into spirit and spirit into matter by His inconceivable power. Everything is therefore matter and spirit by the
grace of the Almighty, although there is a difference between matter and spirit for the ordinary living being.

Flowers, waterfalls, trees, fruits, hills, caves, birds, beasts, and human beings are nothing but combinations of God's energy. Therefore when the Personality of Godhead appeared before them they all became spiritually inclined, and by natural affection they wanted to serve the Almighty in various capacities.

There are different stages of spiritual development in matter. In the material world the spiritual sparks of the Personality of Godhead are covered by the material energy in different proportions, and gradually they become spiritualized in various species of life. The human form of life represents the complete development of the senses for spiritual realization of one's original affection for the Lord. Therefore, if despite this opportunity for human life we are unable to revive our natural affection for the Lord, we must know that we are wasting our life for nothing. By the grace of the Lord, however, the spiritual consciousness of every species of life can occupy its proper place, and these species can express their spiritual affection for the Lord in the śānta rasa, as displayed by the land, water, hills, trees, fruits, and flowers of Vrndāvana during the presence of Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the Personality of Godhead.
The Lord reciprocated the feelings of the inhabitants of the forest of Vrndavana. When there was rainfall, the Lord took shelter at the feet of the trees or in the caves and enjoyed the taste of different fruits with His eternal associates the cowherd boys. He played with them, sat with them, and ate fruits with them.
Becoming one with God does not always indicate that a living being merges into the existence of the Lord. To become one with God means to attain one’s original spiritual quality. Unless one attains one’s spiritual quality one cannot enter into the kingdom of God. The members of the impersonalist school explain their idea of oneness by the example of mixing of river water with the sea water. But we should know that within the water of the sea there are living beings, who do not merge into the existence of water but keep their separate identities and enjoy life within the water. They are one with the water in the sense that they have attained the quality of living within the water. Similarly, the spiritual world is not without its separate paraphernalia. A living being can keep his separate spiritual identity in the spiritual kingdom and enjoy life with the supreme spiritual being, the Personality of Godhead.

In Vrndavana all the spiritual entities — the cowboys, the cow maids, the forest, the trees, the hills, the water, the fruits, the cows, and all others — enjoy life spiritually in association with the Lord, Śrī Kṛṣṇa. They are simultaneously one with and different from the Lord. But ultimately they are one in different varieties.
The Lord enjoyed in the company of Lord Baladeva and the other cowherd boys and sometimes sat with them on the same stone slab. While sitting they ate simple food like rice, dahl, vegetables, bread, and curd, which they had brought from their homes and which they shared in friendly exchanges.
In the *Bhagavad-gītā* the Lord has expressed His willingness to accept fruits, flowers, leaves, and water from His devotee when they have been offered to Him in devotional affection. The Lord can eat anything and everything, because everything is but a transformation of His own energy. But when there is a question of offering Him something, the offerings must be within the range of the eatables the Lord has ordered. We cannot offer the Lord that which He has not ordered. The Personality of Godhead, Śrī Kṛṣṇa, cannot be offered anything beyond the range of good foodstuffs like rice, dahl, wheat, vegetables, milk and milk preparations, and sugar. At Jagannāth Puri the Lord is offered such foodstuffs, and in all scriptures the very same foodstuffs are mentioned everywhere.

The Lord is never hungry, nor does He require any food to fill His empty stomach. He is complete in Himself. Yet He always mercifully eats the foods offered by His devotees in sincere affection. The cowherd boys brought simple foodstuffs from home, and the Lord, who is constantly served by hundreds and thousands of goddesses of fortune, is always glad to accept such simple foodstuffs from His devotee friends. All the relatives of the Lord are His devotees only, and they are situated in different transcendental mellows as friends, parents, and lovers. The Lord derives transcendental pleasure by accepting services from His various grades of devotees, who are situated in various grades of *rasas*. These transcendental *rasas* are pervertedly reflected in the material atmosphere, and thus the spiritual living being, out of ignorance only, vainly seeks the same bliss in matter.
After good rains, the grazing ground for the animals was full of green pasture, and both the bulls and the cows sat down on the grass fully satisfied. The cows, followed by their calves, appeared tired of grazing, because of full milk bags. Calmly and quietly the cows and calves rested and ruminated, chewing their cud.
Protection and grazing ground for the cows are among the essential needs for society and the welfare of people in general. The animal fat required for the human body can be well derived from cow's milk. Cow's milk is very important for human energy, and the economic development of society depends on sufficient food grains, sufficient milk, and sufficient transportation and distribution of these products. Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, by His personal example, taught us the importance of cow protection, which is meant not only for the Indian climate but for all human beings all over the universe.

Less intelligent people underestimate the value of cow's milk. Cow's milk is also called gorasa, or the juice from the body of the cow. Milk is the most valuable form of gorasa, and from milk we can prepare many important and valuable foodstuffs for the upkeep of the human body. The killing of cows by human society is one of the grossest suicidal policies, and those who are anxious to cultivate the human spirit must turn their first attention toward the question of cow protection.

If we really want to cultivate the human spirit in society we must have first-class intelligent men to guide the society, and to develop the finer tissues of our brains we must assimilate vitamin values from milk. Devotees worship Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa by addressing Him as the well-wisher of the brāhmaṇas and the cows. The most intelligent class of men, who have perfectly attained knowledge in spiritual values, are called the brāhmaṇas. No society can improve in transcendental knowledge without the guidance of such first-class men, and no brain can assimilate the subtle form of knowledge without fine brain tissues. For such important brain tissues we require a sufficient quantity of milk and milk preparations. Ultimately, we need to protect the cow to derive the highest benefit from this important animal. The protection of cows, therefore, is not merely a religious sentiment but a means to secure the highest benefit for human society.
The fully beautiful scenery after the rainy season was attractive to the eyes of everyone, including Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the cause of all causes.
The fully beautiful scenery after the rainy season was attractive to the eyes of everyone, including Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the cause of all causes.

We should always appreciate the creative energy of the Supreme Lord. Beautiful nature, even though material and therefore temporary, is always full of the glories of the creator. There is a class of philosophers who condemn the material creation as false. They say that Brahma is truth but the creation is false. This is not good.
The temporary creation is also a relative truth. It is in fact the temporary picture of the eternal creation. The forgetful soul has no information of the spiritual creation, known as the sanātana dhāma, but the temporary creation gives an idea of this original creation. The devotees of the Lord, therefore, make the best use of the bad bargain by utilizing the temporary creation in the service of the Lord.

Everything emanates as different energies from the Lord, and thus everything should be engaged for His service only. As soon as even temporary things are engaged in His service, they take on permanent values. The process of such engagement in the service of the Lord is what the sages call cikitsitam, or “well treated”. If we have some kind of trouble in the stomach from drinking milk, the physician prescribes the same milk in the form of curd, which is nothing but treated milk. Similarly, the temporary creation of the material world is undoubtedly full of miseries, but when accepted in terms of its relation with the Supreme Lord the whole thing becomes as well treated as the curd. Everything accepted in full God consciousness has its spiritual value, and by the grace of the Almighty its material effects are diminished in terms of the increasing degree of spiritual consciousness. That is the process for cultivating the human spirit.
Thus the rainy season came to an end. The autumn began, and there were no more clouds in the sky. All the reservoirs of water became crystal clear, and the wind was no longer forceful. Lord Kṛṣṇa, along with His elder brother Lord Baladeva, thus lived at Vṛndāvana in this auspicious season.
When the sky is clear of all clouds there is no longer any distinction between the portion of the sky that was covered and that which was never covered. Similarly, when the living entity now covered by the modes of material nature is freed from ignorance, passion, and so-called goodness, he becomes one with the Absolute Truth. Such oneness is called _mukti_, or freedom from the miseries of material life. There are five different kinds of _mukti_. Impersonalists prefer to merge into the existence of the Transcendence, but the personalists, or devotees, do not annihilate their individuality, and thus the devotees of the Lord individually enjoy spiritual variegatedness on the planets of the spiritual sky.

The material sky is also the spiritual sky, but it is covered by the modes of material nature. This material nature is also a temporary creation of the Lord, as the cloud is a creation of the sun. When the cloud of the material modes is cleared off, the material nature is said to have been annihilated.

There are two kinds of living entities, namely the conditioned and the pure. It is for the conditioned living entities that the material nature is created, and the conditioned souls are put into it to become pure, unconditioned souls. Those who become unconditioned by devotional service enter into the eternal kingdom of God, and those who lose the chance rot in dormant material conditions, sometimes manifested and sometimes nonmanifested. Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa descends to reclaim the conditioned souls.
In autumn all the reservoirs of water become enriched with growing lotuses. The muddy water again becomes normally clear and decorated, as fallen, conditioned souls once more become spiritually enriched in devotional service.
We should not be disappointed in our muddy life of material existence, for as soon as we voluntarily take to the devotional service of the Lord our whole life becomes clear, like water in autumn. Devoid of our relationship with God our life is barren, but as soon as the muddy mind is cleared by spiritual association or cultivation of the human spirit the threefold miseries of material life are at once cleared off. Thus the lotus of knowledge gradually fructifies, and this gradual process of development ushers in transcendental bliss.

The whole spiritual process is technically called yoga, or linking with the Supreme. It is something like a long staircase, and the upward steps are variously designated as regulated work, transcendental knowledge, mystic powers, and ultimately bhakti-yoga, devotional service. Bhakti-yoga is pure and unalloyed, being entirely beyond all the preliminary steps. Such unalloyed devotional service in favor of the Supreme Lord was displayed at Vrndavana when the Lord descended there, and thus the yoga exhibited by the gopīs of Vrndavana is the highest unalloyed love of Godhead, the perfection of bhakti-yoga. To rise to the stage of love shown by the gopīs is very difficult, but this stage is attainable for serious conditioned souls.

Unfortunately, cheap neophytes make a show of the transcendental ecstasies of the gopīs, bringing them onto the mundane plane for perverted manifestations and thus clearing the way to hell by such unwanted caricatures. Serious students of yoga, however, practice it seriously, and thus they attain the highest perfection in bhakti-yoga, as stated in the Bhagavad-gītā.

yogināṁ api sarveṣāṁ
mad-gatenāntarātmanā
śraddhāvān bhajate yo māṁ
sa me yuktatamo mataḥ

“And of all yogīs, he who always abides in Me with great faith, worshiping Me in transcendental loving service, is most intimately united with Me in yoga and is the highest of all.” (Bg. 6.47)
秋高气爽，花开野草
渐吹秋落，吴溪水泛及禾田渐乾
池水秋波，乃秋之四景也
也正如人生四阶段.
The four prominent features of autumn are that there is no water in the sky, the weeds that grew here and there in the rainy season all wither away, the muddy roads and fields dry up, and the ponds of water become crystal clear. These four features of the autumn atmosphere are compared to the four orders of life.

In the varṇāśrama system the student goes to the āśrama of the master to take lessons from him and serve him, even as a menial servant. These troubles of the student are at once mitigated when he attains transcendental knowledge in terms of his relation with Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the Personality of Godhead. As the white clouds no longer bear the burden of water in the autumn sky, the student finds that the troubles of drawing water for the master becomes a burdenless job if the student, by the grace of his master, attains to spiritual knowledge.

Householders who beget children without restriction, like weeds in the rainy season, become solitary as soon as they attain to the stage of devotional service. The family planning of a godless civilization cannot check weedlike unwanted population. People should learn to check sex life by voluntary restraint. This voluntary restraint is possible when one is dovetailed with the service of the Lord. This is confirmed in Bhagavad-gītā.

viṣayā vinivartante
nirāhārasya dehinaḥ
rasa-varjam raso'py asya
param drśtvā nivartate

"The embodied soul may be restricted from sense enjoyment, though the taste for sense objects remains. But, ceasing such engagements by experiencing a higher taste, he is fixed in consciousness. (Bg. 2.59)
Well situated devotees of the Lord refrain from materialistic sense enjoyment, for they are attracted by the beauty of Transcendence. Forcible restraint by regulative family planning or similar artificial means cannot work very long; one must be attracted by the Transcendence. One can give up the inferior quality of enjoyment as soon as one receives the superior quality of spiritual enjoyment. So family planning is successful when one is engaged in the culture of the human spirit.

The ṛaṇaprasthas, who voluntarily avoid cleaning themselves and who allow their beards and nails to grow, no longer feel the discomforts of these burdens when they engage in the service of the Lord. And above all, the mendicants who take a vow to refrain from sex life no longer feel sexual urges when fixed in the transcendental service of the Lord.

Therefore, in all four of the spiritual orders and the four grades of social life, devotional service to the Lord is essential. Without this relationship, all the regulative principles of varṇa and āśrama become burdensome duties, as they have in the Age of Kali. When the regulative principles have no aim, the varṇas become a caste system, and the āśramas become the business of various shopkeepers. All these anomalies of the present social system can be reformed only by cultivation of the human spirit in the devotional service of the Lord.

The beautiful white clouds, freed from all burdens of water distribution, floated in midair, like mendicants freed from all family responsibilities.
As long as one is attached to the so-called responsibilities of family burdens, he is always full of cares and anxieties about meeting his family expenses. The four orders of social life, as designed in the varṇāśrama system, are very scientific and cooperative. In student life one is taught the primary principles of the human form of life. One who enters the householder’s life can execute the duties of a family man because he has already been trained for this job in the brahmacārī āśrama. After fifty years of age the householder retires from family life and prepares for the life of sannyāsa.

The householder is dutybound to maintain the members of all three of the other āśramas, namely the brahmacārīs, the vānaprasthas, and the sannyāsīs. Therefore, every member of society was given a chance to retire for a higher order of spiritual culture, and the householders neglected no one. The brahmacārīs, vānaprasthas, and sannyāsīs all curtailed their necessities to the minimum, and therefore no one would begrudge maintaining them in the bare necessities of life.

In Kali-yuga, however, the entire system has gone topsy-
The student lives in luxury at the expense of the father or the father-in-law. When the educated, indulgent student becomes a householder by the strength of university degrees, he requires money by all means for all kinds of bodily comfort, and therefore he cannot spare even a penny for the so-called *vānaprasthas* and *sannyāsīs*. The *vānaprasthas* and *sannyāsīs* nowadays are those who were unsuccessful in family life. Thus the so-called *sannyāsīs* try to construct another home in the name of the *sannyāsa āśrama* and glide down into all sorts of luxury at the expense of others. So all these *varṇās* and *āśramas* have now become so many transcendental frauds.

But that does not mean that there is no reality in them. One should not conclude that there is no good money simply because one has met with counterfeit coins. The *sannyāsa āśrama* is meant for complete freedom from all anxieties, and it is meant for uplifting the fallen souls, who are merged in materialism. Unless the *sannyāsī* is freed from all cares and anxieties, like a white cloud, it is difficult for him to do anything good for society.
There are waterfalls flowing from the hills of the forest, but sometimes water does not flow from them. So the waterfalls are not like ordinary rainfall. They are compared to great reformers, who speak or do not speak, as the time requires.

There are two different kinds of religious preachers. One of them is called the professional preacher, and the other is called the ācārya. The professional preachers are like the rainfall from the sky, but the ācāryas are like waterfalls. The professional traders in Bhāgavatam and Rāmāyana will speak from the portion of the scripture that will appeal to the mundane senses of the audience. For example, the professional Bhāgavatam reciter will generally speak on the subject of rāsa-līlā, which appears to the layman to be something like the dealings of ordinary men and women. Thus the professional reciters earn money from their so-called admirers. But an ācārya will never speak on
rasa-līla to the general mass of people. The rāsa-līla chapters of the Bhāgavatam are the most confidential part of the scripture, and they are meant for advanced students of spiritual realization. In the Bhāgavatam there are twelve cantos, and the rāsa-līla is in the tenth. So before one comes to the Tenth Canto, the Bhāgavatam tries to convince one of the transcendental nature of the Absolute Truth. Unless one has grasped the spiritual status of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one is sure to accept Him as an ordinary man and thereby commit offenses at His lotus feet by so many unwanted activities.

The acārya is he who knows the scriptures well and teaches his disciple in terms of the disciple’s capacity to understand and advance in spiritual realization. Therefore he sometimes does not speak and sometimes speaks. The holy messages of Godhead have to be received from the realized soul, and not from the professional man. Although rain water and the waterfalls are the same, the water from the waterfalls has a different effect than ordinary rain water. One should not accept messages from the professional men, as one should not accept milk touched by the tongue of a serpent. Milk is good, but as soon as it is touched by the snake it becomes poisonous. The acārya, therefore, is not a mercenary order-supplier like the professional reciter of scriptures.
Small pools of water accumulate during the rainy season, and in the autumn they gradually dry up. The little creatures playing in those small pools do not understand that their days are now numbered and will end very soon. Thus they are like foolish men who do not care for the nearing day of their death but become absorbed in the so-called enjoyment of family life.
Foolish politicians are too attached to family life. A big politician means a big family man. An ordinary family man is attached to his limited family of wife and children, but big politicians extend the same family feeling to a wider circle and thus become encumbered by false prestige, honor, and self-interest. The politician never retires from politics even if he has enjoyed many covetable posts, like that of minister or president. The older he is, the more he is attached to his false prestige. Even at the fag end of his life he thinks that everything will be spoiled without him. He is so foolish that he does not see that many other politicians who thought like him have come and gone, with no gain or loss for want of them. These family men, big and small, are like the small fish in the pools of water that gradually dry up in the autumn. They are foolish because they think that their attachment to their family, even at the end of their lives, will be able to protect them from the cruel hands of death.

As already mentioned, the human life must be divided into four component parts: the student life, the householder life, the preparative life, and the life of dedication to the service of the Lord. One must retire from all sorts of family life, big or small, at the age of fifty, and thus prepare for the next life. That is the process of human culture. The householders are allowed a pension from service so that they can live for a higher cultural life. But foolish men, reluctant even to accept this pension, want to artificially increase the duration of their life. Such foolish men should take lessons from the drying pools of water and should know, in their own interests, that life is eternal, continuing even after death. Only the body changes, whether spiritually or materially. An intelligent man should be careful to know what sort of body is going to be awarded him, and thus he must prepare for a better life in other planets, even if he is reluctant to go back to Godhead.
When the small pools of water become too hot because of the scorching heat of the autumn sun, the poor small creatures, with their many family members, suffer terribly, as poor householders with too many family members suffer economic strains and yet go on begetting children because of uncontrolled senses.
Human life is meant for controlling the senses, for uncontrolled senses are the cause of material bondage. But for fools sense enjoyment is the pivot of life's activities. All men undergo hard laborious duties all day and night and in all seasons of the year, only for the sake of sense pleasure with their mates. These foolish creatures have no information of other enjoyment. In a godless civilization especially, sense pleasure, accepted in the name of culture and philosophy, is all and all. Men who are addicted to this pleasure are called kṛpanas.

When the kṛpanas have too many children, they suffer the scorching heat of family life, and then similar leaders advise them to undertake family planning. The idea of this family planning is that sense pleasure should not be curtailed but birth control should be accomplished by artificial measures. Such methods of birth control are called bhrūṇahatyā, or killing the child in embryo. Such killing is a sinful act, and in the revealed scriptures a specific hell is designated for those who commit such sins.

Spiritual culture means pursuing a better engagement in life. When a man engages in such cultural life, the desire for mating automatically abates, and the sufferings of uncontrolled family life are mitigated without artificial means.

The attention of a human being, therefore, should be drawn to the cultivation of the human spirit, for this will gradually protect him from all sorts of discomfiture and elevate him to a higher status of life for real and eternal enjoyment in personal contact with the Personality of Godhead, Śrī Kṛṣṇa.
With the progress of the autumn season the moist earth and muddy places begin to dry up, and the green vegetation begins to fade. This drying up and fading resembles the gradual disappearance of the false sense of affinity and ego.
Progress in cultivating the human spirit entails the gradual disappearance of the materialistic ego. Covered by ignorance, passion, and so-called goodness, the spirit soul thinks himself all in all and is covered by a false sense of ego. Thus he falsely identifies the soul with the body, and his bodily relations with material things become the objects of his attraction. This false identification and attraction for matter gradually dry up and fade away by success in the cultivation of the human spirit. That is the effect of such higher cultivation. Progress in spiritual culture brings about the disintegration of false ego and material attraction.

The ultimate goal of cultivating the human spirit is God realization and surrender unto God with a full sense of His all-pervasive nature. When a liberated soul thus surrenders unto the lotus feet of the all-pervading Godhead, the ocean of nescience becomes as insignificant to him as the water in the small hoofprint of a calf. He at once becomes eligible to be promoted to the spiritual kingdom, and he has nothing to do with the miserable land of the material world.

Cultivation of the human spirit is not, therefore, mere adjustment of materialistic anomalies. It is the process for preparing oneself to be promoted to the spiritual kingdom. No one can adjust the sufferings of material existence, but by spiritual culture one can elevate himself from the effects of such miserable life. As an example one may cite the condition of a dry coconut. The dry coconut pulp automatically becomes separate from its outer skin. Similarly, the outer skin, or the gross and subtle material coverings of the soul, automatically separates from the spirit soul, and the spirit soul can then exist in spiritual existence, even though apparently within the dry skin. This freedom from the false sense of ego is called the liberation of the soul.
With the inauguration of the autumn season the rough sea becomes calm and quiet, just like a philosopher after self-realization, who is no longer troubled by the modes of nature.
The result of self-realization is cessation of the storms of desire and lust, which are products of the modes of ignorance and passion. This cessation of the storm does not mean that the sea becomes inactive. When the storm subsides, the work of navigation can take place smoothly. According to the Indian system of navigation, there is a ceremony on the seashore known as the coconut day. On the coconut day the sea is offered a coconut because she has become peaceful, and from that day on the seagoing vessels sail to foreign countries.

The three modes of nature divide human activities into two different spheres, one external and the other introspective. As long as a man is dominated by the modes of ignorance and passion, he is active externally in desire and lust. Men absorbed in desire and lust are called asuras, and they are always chasing after women and money. For the sake of women and money the asuras exploit every source of economic development. As a result of this asuric civilization, the entire human society becomes like a stormy sea, with no trace of peace and prosperity.

Too much of an external view of the world gives rise to an overly large-scale and difficult type of industry and trade, known as ugrakarma. The word ugra means "hard" or "difficult," and karma means "task." The development of hard and difficult industrial undertakings always hinders the progressive cultivation of the human spirit. Asuric leaders of society never retire from such lustful undertakings unless killed by the laws of nature. For them there is no question of retirement or of cultivating the human spirit. But men in the mode of goodness have an introspective mind, and after a regulative struggle for existence they retire at a ripe old age and engage their time to cultivate the human spirit.
According to the *varṇāśrama* principle, it is compulsory that one retire after the age of fifty, without considering other circumstances. Business offices close at a fixed hour no matter what balance of work remains. Similarly, after the age of fifty one must retire from the active, external life and devote oneself to the introspective cultivation of the human spirit. This retirement must be compulsory so that foolish old men will no longer disturb the peaceful progress of spiritual culture. In the modern democratic government, no one should be elected after the age of fifty. Otherwise the storm of the ocean of nescience cannot be stopped to allow the ships and boats to sail back to Godhead. The greatest enemies to progressive spiritual culture in human society are the old fossils of political parties who are blind themselves and who try to lead other blind men. They bring about disaster in a peaceful human society. The members of the younger generation are not as stupid as the old politicians, and therefore by state law the foolish politicians must retire from active life at the age of fifty.
After the rainy season, the farmers begin to rebuild the partitioning walls of the paddy fields so that the water will be conserved, just as yogis try to use their conserved energy for self-realization.
The living being is the marginal energy of the absolute Personality of Godhead, and he can spend his conserved energy either externally or internally. When spent internally the energy is identified with the internal energy of the Personality of Godhead, but the same conserved energy, when spent for His external energy, is identified with that external energy. All energies — internal, external, and marginal — are emanations from Him, the Supreme, and they act differently to prove diversity in unity. The unity is the Lord, and the energies represent diversity. The Lord is so powerful that He can do anything and everything merely by His sweet will alone. As mentioned above, everything is done by His energies in a natural way, with full knowledge and complete perfection. That is the information we have from the Vedic literatures.

The internal energy and the marginal energy are of the same superior quality, but the external energy is inferior in quality. That is the information we have from the Bhagavad-gītā. Because the living entity is classified as marginal energy and is of the same quality as the internal energy, it is quite natural for him to cooperate with the internal energy. But when the living entity prefers to cooperate with the external energy, he is put into difficulty. By the process called pratyāhāra (diversion), yoga diverts our energies from external to the internal.

The energy of our senses is meant to be diverted, not stopped. The senses are to be purified so that they serve the Lord instead of disturbing His settled harmony. The entire cosmic harmony is a
settled fact by the will of the Supreme. So we must find the supreme will in every action of the cosmic situation. That is the instruction of the Īśopaniṣad. The human life is an opportunity to understand this cosmic harmony, and therefore our conserved energy, which is likened to the conserved water in the paddy field, must be used for this purpose only.

As there is no chance of rain from the sky in autumn, we shall not immediately have a chance to get a human body again if we spend our conserved energy for sense enjoyment. The senses have their utility for the service of the Lord, and if properly engaged they can reach the highest perfection by being directly engaged in the service of the Lord in His personal presence. When the living entity thus goes back home, back to Godhead, and engages in the personal service of the Lord, he is said to have attained sāṁsiddhi paramā, the highest perfection. This is confirmed in the Bhagavad-gītā.

\[
\text{mām upetya punar janma}
\]
\[
duḥkhaḥ layam aśāśvatam —
\]
\[
nāpnuvanti mahātmāṇaḥ
\]
\[
saṁsiddhiṁ paramaṁ gatāḥ
\]

"After attaining Me, the great souls, who are yogis in devotion, never return to this temporary world, which is full of miseries, because they have attained the highest perfection." (Bg. 8.15)
In the autumn there is a gulf of difference between the day and the night. During the day the extreme heat of the sun is unbearable, but at night the moonlight is extremely soothing and refreshing. Similarly, Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa is soothing for both the gopīs and the mundane man in illusion, who accepts the body as the soul.
As long as the living being, under illusion, accepts the body or the mind as the soul, he will always be unhappy, like a man in the burning heat of autumn. But when the same living being becomes a devotee of Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, the Personality of Godhead, he at once lives a soothing life, as if under the cooling rays of the moon in autumn. Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa is so merciful that He descends to reclaim suffering humanity and preaches the Bhagavad-gītā with the intense desire that all living beings give up all of their engagements and take shelter of His lotus feet. This is the most confidential part of all revealed scripture.

The example of the damsels of Vrajabhūmi Vṛndāvana (the gopīs) is given here because these eternal consorts of the Lord terribly suffered the separation of Lord Kṛṣṇa when the Lord was absent from their presence for His engagement in tending the cows in the forest. During the absence of Kṛṣṇa the entire day would appear to the gopīs to be as unbearable as a hot day in autumn. The Lord so much appreciated this natural feeling of the gopīs that He declared His inability to repay their intense love. Lord Caitanya recommended the feeling of the gopīs as the highest mode of worship that can be rendered to the Lord. The conclusion is that the regular practice of bhakti-yoga will lead the devotee to the plane of intense love for the Lord, and that is the single qualification by which the conditioned soul is allowed to reenter the eternal life of bliss in the kingdom of God. The threefold miseries of material existence are at once nullified by intense love of God, which is the ultimate goal of cultivating the human spirit.
In the clear autumn sky the twinkling stars appear brighter and brighter, just like a transcendentalist with clear vision of the purpose of the Vedas.
It is said that the import of the Vedas becomes clear to one who is not only a sincere devotee of the Lord but also a sincere servitor of the spiritual master. The spiritual master knows the purpose of the Vedas, practices it personally, and teaches the disciple of the true light of the Vedas. The supreme spiritual master, Lord Śrī Krṣṇa, teaches us the import of the Vedas in the following verse of the Bhagavad-gītā.

\[
\text{dvāv imau puruṣau loke}
\text{kṣaraś cākṣara eva ca}
\text{kṣaraḥ sarvāṇi bhūtāṇi}
\text{kūṭastho 'kṣara ucyate}
\]

“There are two classes of beings, the fallible and the infallible. In the material world every entity is fallible, and in the spiritual world every entity is called infallible.” (Bg. 15.16)

The Lord says that in the Vedas it is mentioned that there are two kinds of living beings, called the fallible and the infallible. Those living beings who are materially encaged are all fallible, whereas those who are not conditioned and who are eternally situated in the spiritual realm are called ākṣara, or infallible. The Lord then says:

\[
\text{uttamaḥ puruṣas tv anyah}
\text{paramātmety udārthaḥ}
\text{yo loka-trayam āviśya}
\text{bibhartya avyaya īśvaraḥ}
\]

“Besides these two, there is the greatest living personality, the Lord Himself, who has entered into these worlds and is maintaining them.” (Bg. 15.17)
"Because I am transcendental, beyond both the fallible and the infallible, and because I am the greatest, I am celebrated both in the world and in the Vedas as that Supreme Person." (Bg. 15.18)

The import of the Vedas is still more explicitly explained in the Śrīmad Bhāgavatam. The conclusion of the Vedic literatures is that Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa is the primeval Lord and the cause of all causes. He has His eternal two-armed form as Śyāmasundara, with features exactly like those of a most beautiful young man, and that is the sum and substance of the Vedas concerning God. God is one, but the living entities, including both the liberated and the conditioned, are many and have many different grades of positions. The living entities are never equal to God, but as parts and parcels of the Lord they are eternally His servitors. As long as the living entities are situated normally as His servitors they are happy; otherwise they are always unhappy. That is the Vedic conclusion.
41 In the clear sky of autumn, the beautiful moon among the beautiful stars becomes the cynosure of all eyes, just as Lord Sri Kṛṣṇa is the central attraction in the Vṛṣṇi dynasty or in the family of Yadu.
The Personality of Godhead Śrī Kṛṣṇa appeared in the family of Yadu, and since then the Yadu dynasty has been luminous like the moon in autumn. The appearance and disappearance of the Lord are similar to the appearance and disappearance of the sun. The sun is first seen on the eastern horizon, but that does not mean that the sun is the sun of that side. The sun is fixed in its own orbit, and it neither rises nor sets. But because we first see it on the eastern horizon we may say that the sun rises on that side. Similarly, the appearance of Godhead in some particular family does not mean that He is limited by obligations to that family. He is fully independent and may appear and disappear anywhere and everywhere, because He is all-pervading.

Less intelligent persons cannot accommodate the appearance and disappearance of the Lord as an incarnation, but there is no sound reasoning to support such unbelievers. If God is all-pervading, like the power of electricity, He can manifest Himself at any place within His creation. When He is within we cannot see Him, but when He is without He is seen by everyone, although very few know Him as He is. Everyone sees the sun every day, but that does not mean that everyone knows what the sun actually is. Similarly, when Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa was present five thousand years ago, very few could know what He was.

Anyone who comes to know Him as He is becomes liberated at once, and while leaving this present body such a knower goes
back to Godhead, never to return to this universe of manifold miseries. In the Bhagavad-gītā, the Lord confirms this as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{janma karma ca me divyam} \\
\text{evam yo vetti tattvataḥ} \\
\text{tyaktvā deham punar janma} \\
\text{naiti mām eti so 'rjuna}
\end{align*}
\]

“One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance and activities does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world, but attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna.” (Bg. 4.9)

But there are foolish persons who take Him to be an ordinary man, not knowing the essence of His transcendental features. In Bhagavad-gītā, the Lord affirms this:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{avajānanti mām mūḍhā} \\
\text{mānuṣīṁ tanum aśritam} \\
\text{param bhāvam ajānanto} \\
\text{mama bhūta-maheśvaram}
\end{align*}
\]

“Fools deride Me when I descend in the human form. They do not know My transcendental nature and My supreme dominion over all that be.” (Bg. 9.11)
At night in autumn the atmosphere is pleasant because it is neither very hot nor very cold. The mild wind blowing through the gardens of fruits and flowers in Vrndavana appeared very much pleasing to all—all but the gopis, who were always overtaken by heartfelt sorrow in the absence of Krsna.

There are two kinds of transcendental feelings for those engaged in the worship of the Lord. One is called sambhoga, and the other is called viraha. According to authorities in the disciplic line, viraha worship is more palatable than sambhoga worship. Sambhoga takes place in direct touch, whereas viraha takes place without such direct contact. Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu taught us to accept viraha worship. In the present state of affairs we cannot make any direct touch with the Personality of Godhead. But if we practice the viraha mode of worship we can transcendently realize the presence of the Lord more lovingly than in His presence.

Without love of Godhead there is no meaning even to direct contact. During the presence of the Lord there were thousands and thousands of men, but because they were not in love of Godhead they could hardly realize the Personality of Godhead, Sri Krsna. Therefore we must first activate our dormant love of Godhead by following the prescribed rules and by following in the footsteps of the authorities who are actually fixed in love of Godhead. The gopis provide the highest example of such unalloyed love of Godhead, and Lord Caitanya at the ultimate stage of realization displayed the viraha worship in the mood of the gopis.
In the mundane world there is also some shadow of such *viraha*. A loving wife, husband, or friend may for some time be maddened by the absence of the beloved. Such a state of mind, however, is not permanent. The loving husband or wife takes to another and forgets everything of the past. This is so because there is no reality to such relationships in the material world.

The spiritual situation, however, is completely different. A bona fide lover of God could never forget Him, even in exchange for everything else. The devotee of the Lord cannot be happy in any circumstance without the Lord. In the absence of the Lord the devotee associates with Him by remembering His separation, and because the Lord is absolute the devotee’s feeling of separation is transcendentally more relishable than direct contact. This is possible only when we develop genuine love for Him. In that state the devotee is always with the Lord by feelings of separation, which become more acute and intolerable in suitable circumstances. The mild wind reminded the *gopīs* of the association of the Lord, and they felt separation from Him acutely.
In the autumn season all the birds, beasts, and men become sexually disposed, and the bull, the stag, the male bird, the man, and the other male creatures forcibly impregnate the fair sex. A similar impregnation takes place as a result of devotional service to the Lord.

Devotional service to the Lord never goes in vain. Just at the right moment, the result of one’s particular devotional service will come, even if one has no desire for it. The pure devotees do not wish any return from the Lord in exchange for their service; they do not make business exchanges with the Lord. But the Lord, out of His own accord, fulfills all the desires of the devotees.

It may appear that a devotee of the Lord is becoming poorer and poorer in terms of material prosperity, but factually he is not. The typical example is the Pāṇḍavas. The five brothers, headed by King Yudhiṣṭhira, underwent all sorts of difficulties because of the conspiracy of their cousins, headed by Duryodhana, but in the long run King Yudhiṣṭhira was enthroned by Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, and his enemies were vanquished. King Yudhiṣṭhira was never disturbed by all the calamities that overcame them even though Lord Kṛṣṇa was ever their companion. The Pāṇḍavas never prayed to the Lord for anything but His devotional service, and in due time everything came out in favor of the devotees.
A devotee, therefore, should execute his devotional services with full energy, endurance, and confidence, he should perform his scheduled duties, he should be pure in heart, and he should serve in association with devotees. All six of these items will lead the devotee to the path of success. One should not be discouraged in the discharge of devotional service. Failures may not be detrimental; they may be the pillars of success. One must have good faith in the regulative principles followed by the self-realized souls, and one should not be doubtful about the ultimate result of such devotional service. Rather, one must go on executing his prescribed duties without hesitation, and one should never be influenced by unwanted association.

We should not consider going back to Godhead a plaything. We must take it seriously, as enjoined in the scriptures. For a strict follower, the result is sure and certain, and when the time is right the result will come of its own force. Dhruva Mahārāja went to worship God to gain something, but when he actually came in contact with God he did not want anything from the Lord. The Lord, however, awarded Dhruva Mahārāja both benefits — that is, the Lord fulfilled his desires and also gave him eternal salvation. Such are the lessons we learn from all the revealed scriptures. The almighty God awards the results we desire, and therefore we should desire that which is eternal, blissful, and full of knowledge. In devotional service we should not endeavor for that which is temporary and useless.
In the autumn season all the reservoirs of water are full of lotus flowers. There are also flowers that resemble the lotus but are of a different class. Among them is a flower called kumud. When the sun rises, all the flowers but the kumud blossom beautifully. Similarly, lotus-like men take pleasure in the advent of a responsible king, but men who are like the kumud do not like the existence of a king.
In this Age of Kali the people want their own government, because the kings have become corrupt. Formerly it was not like that. The sons of kings were trained under the guidance of a good brāhmaṇa ācārya, just as the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas were put under the instruction of the qualified brāhmaṇa professor Śrī Dronācārya. Princes were rigidly trained in politics, economics, the military arts, ethics and morality, the sciences, and, above all, devotional service to the Lord. Only after such good training were the princes allowed to be enthroned. When such a prince became king, then too he was guided by the advice of good brāhmaṇas. Even in the middle ages, Mahārāja Candra Gupta was guided by the learned brāhmaṇa Chanakya Pandit.

In a monarchy, one man sufficiently trained was competent enough to conduct alone the business of the state. But in a democracy no one is trained like a prince; instead, politicians are voted to responsible posts of administration by diplomatic arrangements. In place of one king or supreme executive officer, in a democracy there are so many quasi-kings: the president, the ministers, the deputy ministers, the secretaries, the assistant secretaries, the private secretaries, the undersecretaries, the PA’s, and the MP’s. There are a number of parties — political, social, and communal — and there are party whips, party whims, and so on. But no one is well enough trained to look after the factual interests of the governed. In a so-called democratic government, corruption is even more rampant than in an autocracy or monarchy.
Men who want to flourish in the guise of servants of the people do not want a good king at the head of the state. They are like the kumud flowers, which do not take pleasure in the sunrise. The word ku means "bad" and mud means "pleasure." Persons who want to exploit the administrative power for their own self-interest do not like the presence of a good king. Although professing democracy, they want themselves to be kings. Thus they compete for votes by bad propaganda and take pleasure in having politics but no king. Thieves and dacoits also take no pleasure in the presence of a good king, but it is the interest of the people to have a well-trained king as the head of the state.
After the new grains were cut and brought home from the paddy fields, the people began to observe the navānna ceremony everywhere, in the presence of the Lord as Śrī Kṛṣṇa and Baladeva.

According to Vedic culture, learned men consider all natural products, such as food grains, fruits, flowers, and milk, to be God-sent. No one can manufacture these things in manmade factories, however scientifically advanced people may be. People can make preparations of such God-sent foodstuffs, but they cannot manufacture the natural ingredients. Spiritually cultured men, therefore, feel obliged to the Lord when they get sufficient natural foodstuffs by the grace of the Lord.

The navānna prāśana ceremony is observed as a way of acknowledging the gifts of God. Newly collected grains would first be offered to the Lord by the villagers, either individually or collectively, and in either case all the members of the village would partake of the prasādam thus offered to the Lord. Such ceremonies make the people happy and prosperous.
We should always acknowledge the mercy of God. We should not think that we can produce ample food grains merely with the help of tractors and fertilizers. These can help us only as instruments for such production; without the sanction of the Lord there is no possibility of having grains, even if there are trucks and fertilizers.

When Lord Kṛṣṇa and Baladeva were present, the good men of Vṛndāvana realized that it was due to the presence of the Lord that their supply of food grains were sufficient. Some of the people of Vṛndāvana, including Lord Kṛṣṇa's father Nanda Mahārāja, used to perform sacrifices to propitiate King Indra, the king of heaven, because he is the controller of rains. Without good rains, grains cannot be produced, and therefore the people would offer sacrifices to Indra. Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa, however, stopped this age-old ceremony and advised His father to offer the same sacrifice to the Supreme Lord. His purpose was to teach that we need not satisfy the various demigods in charge of the various departments of cosmic affairs; instead we must offer sacrifices to the Supreme Lord, for the Lord is the master and all others are His servants. The famous Annaṅkūṭa ceremony, performed in Vṛndāvana especially and also in all other parts of India, was thus introduced by the Lord, and people still follow this path by worshipping Govardhana Hill, where the Lord used to take pleasure in tending cows. People also worship Giri-Govardhana as identical with the Lord, because there is no difference between God and His paraphernalia and pastimes.■
The merchants, preachers, kings, and students who were confined to home during the four months June, July, August, and September began to flow out and attain success in life, just as perfected souls attain the required body as soon as they leave the present one.
The people in general — especially the merchants, preachers, kings, and students — are advised not to leave home during the four months of the rainy season. These four months are known as cāturmāsya, and for everyone there are specific rules for observing this period, partly for the sake of health and partly for spiritual realization. During this period, the merchants cannot do free business, dedicated souls like sannyāsis cannot freely preach the doctrines of the Vedas, kings cannot go out to tour their states, and students cannot go to their schools, which are closed. But after the cāturmāsya period they all get the freedom to go out and perform their respective duties, and by doing so they can achieve the results they desire.

In the same way, one cannot achieve the desired results of one's penances until one attains freedom from the present body. There are various ways to practice the various kinds of yoga to attain various results in various spheres of life. It is not that everything is the same. There are varieties of life, varieties of planets, and varieties of success in spiritual realization. And all these can be achieved only when we have finished the cāturmāsya-like period of life. It is a foolish imagina-
tion therefore that we can go to other planets in the present body. If we want to go to Devaloka, the planets of the demigods, we must achieve the required qualifications, and the same is true if we want to go back to the kingdom of God. If we want to remain on this planet in some better condition of life, that also will depend on the required achievements. In any case, those achievements can be fulfilled just after one leaves the body.

The merchants, preachers, kings, and students form the four important sections of human society. The merchants should see that everyone gets his proper share of the food given as a gift by God. The sannyasi preachers should go from door to door to preach the sense of God consciousness, not to build mathas and temples but to enlighten the people. The king should go out from his home to see with his own eyes how things are going on. (Mahārāj Parīkṣit, while on tour, saw a man — Kali — attempting to kill a cow, so the king at once punished him.) And students should gather knowledge wherever it is available. The combined work of these four sections is meant for the general welfare of society.
From the Transcendence, which is called Kṛṣṇaloka, there emanates a glowing effulgence that resembles the tail of a comet. This glowing effulgence is unlimited, immeasurable, and unfathomable. Within this effulgence there are innumerable glowing planets, each of them self-luminous. Somewhere, a limited part of that glowing effulgence is covered by material energy, just as a part of the sky is covered by a cloud. Within this material energy there are innumerable universes, in every universe there are innumerable material planets, and the earth is one of these planets. Thus we can understand what an insignificant part of the entire cosmos is this globe on which we live.

Kṛṣṇaloka, as above mentioned, is the residence of the Personality of Godhead, the original Transcendence. The glowing effulgence emanating from Kṛṣṇaloka is the personal glow of the Lord. The almighty Lord, being full of inconceivable energies, expands Himself in various forms and energies. There are forms from His energy as well as forms from His person. He has innumerable energies, and therefore He can do anything and everything as He desires, and these things take place immediately with all perfection. His energies are like the heat and light that expand from a fire. The entire cosmic manifestation is nothing but an expansion of His energies, the energies are emanations from Him, and therefore the emanations are simultaneously one with and different from Him.
The Transcendence is compared to milk, and the emanations are compared to curd. Curd is nothing but milk, but at the same time it is different from milk. Curd is a milk preparation, but it cannot be used in place of milk. The Lord is also sometimes compared to a tree. The root of the tree is the cause of the trunk, branches, twigs, leaves, and fruits, yet the trunk is not the fruit, the fruit is not the leaf, nor is the leaf the root. When water is needed it has to be poured on the root, not on the leaves. Pouring water on the leaves serves no purpose, but pouring water on the root serves all purposes. This is the essence of the philosophy of spiritual culture.

Kṛṣṇaloka is also called Goloka Vṛndāvana. Beneath this Goloka are Haridhāma, Maheśadhāma, and Devīdhāma. Hari (Viṣṇu, Nārāyaṇa) is the formal expansion of the Lord, Maheśa (Śiva) is the formal-energetic expansion of the Lord, and Devī is the Lord’s energetic expansion. The living entities are also energetic expansions of the Lord. There are two different kinds of living entities, called the liberated souls and the conditioned souls.

The planets within the glowing effulgence are called Haridhāma. On these planets the predominating deity is Hari, and the predominated deities are the liberated souls. The features of the liberated souls and those of Hari are almost the same, yet Hari is predominator and the liberated souls are predominated. The innumerable planets in Haridhāma are predominated by different formal expansions of the Lord, and all of them have different names.
The universes within the material energy are called Devīdhāma, and within Devīdhāma the predominating Deity is Viṣṇu, who is assisted by Brahmā and Śiva. Devīdhāma is controlled by three modes, namely goodness, passion, and ignorance. Viṣṇu is the incarnation of goodness, Brahmā of passion, and Śiva of ignorance. Brahmā creates, Viṣṇu maintains, and Śiva destroys the material creation. The material creation comes into being by the will of the Lord, and it is again annihilated by His will. But although the universes of the material energy are thus created and annihilated, the planets in Haridhāma are ever existent.

The conditioned living entities, who wish to enjoy and not serve, are given a chance within Devīdhama to seek liberation. Some of them enter Haridhāma, some of them enter Maheśadhāma, and some of them remain within Devīdhāma. Maheśadhāma is the marginal place between Haridhāma and Devīdhāma. The impersonalists who want to merge into the existence of the Transcendence are placed within Maheśadhāma. Those who want to remain within the planetary systems of the material universes do so on various planets, but those who want to go outside the material energy can enter Haridhāma and go either to the various planets there or directly to Krṣṇaloka.

The system of bhakti-yoga makes one eligible to enter Haridhāma, the system of jñāna-yoga makes one eligible to enter Maheśadhāma and the system of karma-yoga obliges one to remain in Devīdhāma and repeatedly be born and die, changing his material covering according to the standard of karma he performs.
The moon, or Candraloka, is one of the four important places of residence for the demigods. Beyond Mānasā Lake is Sumeru Mountain. On the eastern side of this mountain is the planet Devadhānī, where Indra resides. On the southern side is the planet known as Samyamanī, where Yamārāja resides. On the western side is the planet known as Nimlocati, the residence of Vāyu, the demigod who controls the wind. And on the northern side of the mountain is the moon, which is also known as Vibhāvarī.

All these various planets are within the universe in which our planet is situated. Persons who are too materialistic always engage in sense enjoyment. Such persons worship the material demigods and goddesses to fulfill their material desires. They are fond of performing many yajñas to propitiate the various demigods and the forefathers in heaven. Such persons are automatically promoted to the moon, where they enjoy soma, a celestial beverage.

The moon is too cold for the inhabitants of this earth, and therefore ordinary persons who want to go there with earthly bodies are attempting to do so in vain. Merely seeing the moon from a distance of eighty thousand miles cannot enable one to understand the real situation of the moon. One has to cross Mānasā Lake and then Sumeru Mountain, and only then can one trace out the orbit of the moon. Besides that, no ordinary man is allowed to enter that planet. Even those admitted there after death must have performed the prescribed duties to satisfy the Pītās and devas. Yet even they are sent back to earth after a fixed duration of life on the moon.
Men with developed consciousness, therefore, do not waste time making excursions, real or imaginary, to the moon. Such intelligent persons do not endeavor to achieve temporary sense enjoyment. Rather, they apply their conserved energy for the sake of spiritual cultivation. They discharge religious duties for the satisfaction of the Supreme Lord, and not for personal sense enjoyment. The signs of such exceptional devotees of the Lord are that they are unattached to material enjoyment, contented, pure in heart, attached to devotional service, free from affection for temporary things, and devoid of false ego. According Vedic injunctions, such great personalities ultimately attain the place where the Supreme Personality of Godhead predominates and where there is no death, no birth, no old age, and no disease. On the way to these spiritual planets, such personalities pass through the sun-line called arcir-marga. And on the way they can see all the planets between here and the spiritual world.
The Artist

Madam Li Yuen Sheng was born in the city of Tientsin in Hopei, China in 1924. Her interest in painting began in early childhood, and she studied under Mr. Chen Shao Mei, an accomplished artist before graduating from Peking's Central Academy of Arts in 1950. Subsequently she worked as a graphic designer, but her reputation as an artist spread quickly, and in 1959 she was elected a member of the Chinese Painting Research Institute.

The paintings in this book bear the most recent witness to her excellence in the traditional Gongbi painting school style. They are the culmination of a remarkable career, during which her paintings were highly acclaimed by the celebrated Chinese artist Xu Bei Hong and extensively exhibited by the Chinese Government both inside and outside of China. When she left China for Hong Kong in 1979, she was unable to take any of her paintings with her, because by that time they were considered part of the Chinese Art Treasury. Since then, the Hong Kong public has enjoyed exhibitions of her paintings at Shatin Municipal Hall and Star House at Tsim Sha Tsui. Her work has also been the topic of several newspaper and magazine articles.

The Gongbi style is very intricate in its finely detailed depiction of Chinese figures and scenery, as can be seen from the meticulous care and labor in Madam Li's work. It is only after a lifetime of practice and experience that she has acquired such a skillful hand. Now she is dedicating much of her time to teaching students who are interested in learning and preserving this fine painting tradition of which she is one of the few remaining masters.
A Word from the Publishers

This is the age of darkness and quarrel, so naturally there is no idea of spiritual life. People are busy only in taking care of the temporary material body and its relationships, such as wife, children and friends. They do not believe, or what is more unfortunate, they have not even heard of it. In Kali-yuga there is no knowledge. There is only the struggle to exist — to eat and sleep.

The unique characteristic of a human being is that he can speak, whereas animals cannot. Therefore we find books in human society. Books are the essence of speech. We do not find books in any other species of life. Nor do we find religion in any other species of life. The books of religion, known as the Vedic literature, are the original books of knowledge in human society and have been preserved in the Sanskrit language. Practically speaking, A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada has unlocked the treasure house of Vedic wisdom by translating the most essential of these books, such as Bhagavad-gita and Srīmad-Bhāgavatam into the English language.

We invite all interested to read and learn more about Vedic literatures by posting enquiries to any of the following addresses:

No. 11 Jalan 6/6, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

P.O. Box 40, Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia

P.O. Box 95, Thompson Road Post Office, Singapore 2057
Glossary

A

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupāda — Founder, ācārya of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness and translator/author of Bhagavad-gītā, Śrīmad Bhāgavatam, Śrī Caitanya Caritāmṛta and numerous other volumes of Vedic literatures.

Acintya-bhedabheda-tattva — Philosophy of simultaneous oneness and difference of living entity in relation to the Absolute Truth, presented by Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu.

Āśrama — One of the four spiritual orders of life — brahmacārī āśrama, or student life; gṛhastha āśrama, or married life; vānaprastha āśrama, or retired life; and sannyāsa āśrama, or the renounced order of life.

Asuras — (a — not + sura — godly) Demon, or one who does not follow the principles of scripture.

Aksara — Infallible living beings who are eternally situated in the spiritual abode.

Arcir-mārga — Sun-line on the way to the spiritual planets.

B

Bhagavad-gītā — The essence of the Vedic scriptures, meaning “Song of God.” This literature was sung by Lord Kṛṣṇa to His disciple Arjuna in order to dissipate nescience.

Brahmā — The first created being in the universe.

Brahmacārī — Celibate student under the care of a bonafide spiritual master.

Brāhmaṇas — The intelligent class of men, according to the system of social and spiritual orders.

Bhakti-yoga — The system of cultivation of bhakti, or pure devotional service, which is untinged by sense gratification or philosophical speculation.

Bhrūṇahatyā — Killing the child in embryo as birth control.

C

Caturmasya — Four months of the summer rainy season.

Cikitsitam — Well treated.

F

False ego — Misidentification of the spirit soul with matter (the body and mind).
G

**Gopīs** — The cowherd girls of Vṛndāvana, pure devotees of Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa.

**Gorasa** — Milk, or the juice of the cow.

**Guna** — A material quality, of which there are three — ignorance, passion, and goodness; also string or rope.

K

**Kāmadhenu** — Cows of the spiritual abode.

**Kaivalya** — Absolute, as source of spirit and matter (see p. 67).

**Karma** — Fruitive action, for which there is always a reaction, good or bad.

**Kṛpā** — One who is miserly and does not make use of valuable assets; specifically, one who wastes his life by not striving for spiritual realization.

**Kṣatriyas** — The administrators or protectors of society, according to the system of four social and spiritual orders of life.

**Kumud flowers** — (ku — bad + mud — pleasure) Flowers which do not take pleasure in the sunrise.

M

**Mathas** — Temples.

**Māyā** — (mā — not + yā — this) Illusion; an energy of Kṛṣṇa which deludes the living entity into forgetfulness of the Supreme Lord.

**Mukti** — Liberation, freedom from material consciousness, freedom from material miseries.

P

**Pratyāhāra** — Diversion, process by which yoga diverts our energies from external to internal.

**Pitās** — Forefathers or ancestors.

**Prasādam** — Foodstuffs offered to Śrī Kṛṣṇa.

R

**Rajas** — Mode of passion of material nature.

**Rasa** — Relationship between the Lord and the living entities.

**Rāsā-līlā** — Pastime of Śrī Kṛṣṇa with the gopīs in Vṛndāvana.
S

Samsiddhi paramā — The highest perfection attained by the living entity who returns to Godhead and engages in personal service of the Lord.
Sanātana-dhāma — The eternal, spiritual abode.
Sahkīrtana yajña — The sacrifice prescribed for the age of Kali, i.e. congregational chanting of the name, fame and pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Śānta-rasa — The neutral relationship between the Lord and the living entities.
Sat — Eternal.
Sattva — Mode of goodness of material nature.
Soma — Celestial beverage enjoyed by the residents of the moon.
Śrīmad Bhāgavatam — The scripture composed by Vyāsadeva to describe and explain Kṛṣṇa’s pastimes.
Śūdras — Laborers of society, according to the system of four social and spiritual orders of life.

T

Tamas — Mode of ignorance of material nature.

U

Ugrakarma — (ugra — hard or difficult + karma — task) Overly large-scale and difficult type of industry and trade.

V

Vaiśyas — Those involved in business and farming, according to the system of four social and spiritual orders of life.
Varṇāśrama system — System of four social orders and four spiritual orders of society.
Vedānta — (veda — knowledge + ānta — end) The end of all knowledge, or the scriptures containing knowledge of all branches of science, especially the science of spiritual self-realization.

Y

Yajña — Sacrifice.
Yoga — The linking of the consciousness of the infinitesimal living entity with the supreme living entity, Kṛṣṇa.
Yuga — Age or period in cosmic time.
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Activities
in illusion vs. in liberated condition of
knowledge, 42

Adversities
accepted as mercy of the Lord by devotee,
34

Ages
described, 16
(see also Yugas)

Agriculture
as noblest profession, 28

Annakūṭa ceremony
for worshipping Govardhana Hill, 127

Arcir-mārga
as sun-line on the way to the spiritual
planets, 137

Asuras
activities of, 100

Atheists
as opponents of revealed scriptures, 53

Austerities
for material gain, 13
for permanent happiness and eternal life, 14
results of, gained upon attaining freedom
from body, 129

B

Autumn
four prominent features of, compared to four
orders of life, 84

Baladeva
as brother and companion of Kṛṣṇa, 57, 71,
79

Beauty
attained by rendering service to Lord Hari,
29–30
likened to seasonal flowers, 14

Bhagavad-gītā
as summary of all Vedic knowledge, 17
preached by Kṛṣṇa, 107

Bhakti-yoga
as unalloyed devotional service, 82
makes one eligible to enter Haridhāma, 134
perfection of, 82
regular practice of, 107

Birth Control
by artificial measures, 85, 96
by voluntary restraint from sex pleasure, 84
(see also Householder life)

Body
identification with, as false ego, 42
should be used for self-realization, 24

Brahmā
as first created being in universe, 17
as incarnation of goodness, 134
daytime and night of, 48

Brahmacārī āśrama
described, 50
(see also Student)

Brahmacārīs
householder dutybound to maintain, 87

Brāhmaṇas
duty of, 55–56
princes trained under guidance of, 123
society depends upon guidance from, 74
who are not accustomed to studying &
practicing Vedic injunctions, 36

Brahmā-saṁhitā
spiritual abode described in, 64

Index
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Caitanya Mahāprabhu instructed six Gosvāmīs to compose literature, 58
propounded philosophy of *acintya-bhedābheda-tattva*, 3
Candraloka as residence of demigods, 136
Capitalist lives by exploiting farmers, 27–28
Caste system in Kali-yuga, 85
(see also *Varṇāśrama system*)
Cāturmāsa restrictions of, 129
Christians duty of, 20
Citizens duty of, 5
Commerce of greedy and materialistic traders, 28
Conditioned soul enriched in devotional service, 81
identifies with material body, 42, 98
material nature created for, 80
(see also Living being; Spirit soul)
Cow protection as God’s gifted profession for mankind, 28
importance of, 74
Creation as expansion of Kṛṣṇa, 132
as relative truth, 78
living beings in, 48
manifestation and annihilation of, 48
spiritual, known as *sānātana-dhāma*, 78
(see also Material world; Nature; Planets)

D

Demigods residence of, 136
worship of, 127, 136
Democracy citizens of such can have no grievances, 5
corruption in, 123–124
no one after age of fifty should be elected in, 101
yields to responsible party for better government, 5–6
Desire as product of ignorance and passion, 100
cessation of storms of, 100
men absorbed in, 100
should be directed towards spiritual activities, 48
(see also Lust)
Devaloka as planets of the demigods, 130
Devīdhāma described, 134
Devotees compared to high mountains which are never shaken, 34
do not wish any return from Lord, 120
enjoy spiritual variegatedness, 80
feel compassion for the mass of people, 20, 46
free of pride and envy, 34
league of, 20
remember Kṛṣṇa in His separation, 118
signs of, 137
situated in various rasas, 72
six items for, 121
unafraid of māyā, 20, 46
utilize temporary creation for the Lord, 78
Devotional service as goal of the Vedas, 53
as highest perfection, 104
conditioned souls become pure by, 80
essential in *varṇāśrama* system, 85
execution of, 121
result of, 81–82, 120
(see also Bhakti-yoga)
Dhruva Mahārāja Kṛṣṇa fulfilled desires of, 121
Distress comes uncalled, 14
(see also Miseries; Suffering)
Divorce effect of, 38
Duryodhana in conspiracy against the Pāṇḍavas, 120
Duties of *brāhmaṇas*, 55–56
of Christians, 20
of citizens, 5
of householder life, 46, 87
of kings, 5, 130
of ksatriyas, 55
of merchants, 130
of Moslems, 20
of preachers, 130
of religious leaders, 20
of sages and saints, 45–46, 56
of sannyasis, 130
of student, 130
(see also Religious duties)

Dvāpara-yuga
as period dominated by mixed passion and ignorance, 16

E

Energies
as emanations from Kṛṣṇa, 67, 103, 132
cosmic manifestation as expansion of Kṛṣṇa’s, 68, 78, 132
internal, external and marginal, 103
living entities as expansions of Kṛṣṇa’s, 103, 133
material, 40, 67–68, 132

Enjoyment
destined for each type of body, 14
of all spiritual entities in Vṛndāvana, 70
of Kṛṣṇa, 64, 69, 71–72
of material happiness, 14, 24
of senses does not guarantee chance for human body, 104

F

False ego
disintegration of, by progress in spiritual culture, 98
due to forgetfulness and ignorance, 2, 42
freedom from, called liberation, 98
obliges living being to consider body to be self, 42

Family
see Householder life

Foodstuffs
as God-sent, 126
can be prepared from milk, 74

enjoyed by Kṛṣṇa, 71–72

God
as lawmaker behind laws of nature, 9
becoming one with, 70, 80
His existence challenged in Kali-yuga, 17
mercy of, 7–8, 10
realization of, 98

Goodness
as mode of material nature, 2, 134
likened to flash of lightning, 2
mind of men in, 100
Satya-yuga as dominated by mode of, 16
Viṣṇu as incarnation of, 134
(see also Sattva)

Gopīs
absence of Kṛṣṇa unbearable as hot autumn day for, 107
feeling of, as highest mode of worship, 107, 117
imitation of transcendental ecstasies of, 82
Kṛṣṇa unable to repay, 107
yoga of, 82

Govardhana Hill
worship of, 127

Government
cosmic, 6
good character in consciousness of people necessary for, 5

G

Gravity
one should learn from sea and rivulet, 24

Grhasta āśrama
described, 50
(see also Householder life)

Guṇa
rainbow likened to bow without, 39–40
(see also Modes of nature)

H

Happiness
laws of nature do not allow, 46
material, as temporary, 14
permanent, as goal of penances and austerities, 14
sought in matter by forgetful living being, 26, 57, 72
(see also Enjoyment)
Haridhāma
   described, 133
   eligibility to enter, 134
   planets of, ever existent, 134
   (see also Spiritual abode)

Health
   improved by Kṛṣṇa consciousness, 30

Hindus
   duty of, 20

Householder life
   attachment for, 49–50
   compared to dark well, 45, 50
   duty of, 46, 87
   family planning in, 84, 96
   mind of one in, always disturbed, 45–46
   saints and sages try to uplift fallen souls from, 45–46
   those attached to, compared to cranes, 49–50
   those absorbed in, compared to little creatures playing in small pools, 93–94

Human beings
   as having two kinds of temperament, 24

Human life
   as complete development of senses for spiritual realization, 68
   as opportunity to understand cosmic harmony, 104
   methodically divided, 50, 94
   permanent happiness possible to achieve in, 14

Ignorance
   as forgetfulness of real nature of living being, 2
   as mode of material nature, 2, 100, 134
   man dominated by passion and, 100
   Śiva as incarnation of, 134
   (see also Tamas)

Impersonalism
   explained, 70, 80

Indra
   residence of, 136
   sacrifices to, 127

Industry
   created by greedy traders, 28
   due to external view of world, 100

International Society for Krishna Consciousness
   students of, 30

Introspection
   as best use of mind, 24
   as mentality of men in mode of goodness, 100
   vs. extravagance, 24

Īsopanisad
   instructs us to find supreme will in every action of cosmic situation, 104

Jesus Christ
   risked his life to propagate message of Godhead, 46

Jñāna-yoga
   makes one eligible to enter Maheśadhāma, 134

K

Kali-yuga
   compared to rainy season, 16
   disciplic succession broken in, 17
   people want their own government in, 123
   religious sects of, compared to glowworms, 17
   saṅkīrtana-yajña recommended for, 6
   varṇāśrama system corrupted in, 85, 87–88

Kāmadhenus
   pastimes with Kṛṣṇa, 64

Karma-yoga
   obliges one to remain in Devidhāma, 134

Kingdom of God
   see Spiritual abode

Kings
   corrupt in Kali-yuga, 123
   responsible for welfare of the state, 5, 130
   training of sons of, 123

Knowledge
   fixes the living being in orbit of spiritual activities, 42
   fructifies in devotional service, 82
one fixed in spiritual, 32
(see also Vedic knowledge)

Krpanas
men addicted to sense pleasure called, 96

Krṣṇa
accepts specific offerings, 72
as all-pervading, 113
as Caitanya Mahaprabhu, 58
as center of all affection of all living beings, 65
as complete in Himself, 72
as having multifarious energies, 67, 132
as Lord of Vrndavana, 58
as primeval Lord and cause of all causes, 111
as soothing for gopis and mundane man in illusion, 106
as son of vaisya family, 28
as supreme enjoyer, 64
as Supreme Personality of Godhead, 57–58, 113
as supreme spiritual master, 109
as Śyāmasundara, 111
compared to a tree, 133
cosmic manifestation as expansion of His energies, 132
effulgence of, 132
frequency of His appearance, 57
His appearance as transcendental, 114
His appearance in Yadu dynasty, 113
His pastimes in Vrndavana, 57–65, 68–71
likened to the moon, 112
nondifferent from His paraphernalia, 64
one who understands appearance and activities of, 114
place of His appearance, 58
purpose of His appearance, 57–58, 80, 107
regarded by foolish persons as ordinary, 114
relatives of, 72
unaffected by material qualities, 67
(see also God; Supreme Personality of Godhead; Transcendence)

Krṣṇaloka
also called Goloka Vrndavana, 133
as residence of Personality of Godhead, 132

Kṣatriyas
duty of, 55

Leaders
asuric, 100
disobedient, 6
intelligent, 74
of religious sects, 20
(see also Brāhmaṇas, Politicians)

Liberation
as freedom from false ego, 98
does not mean stopping activities, 42
one must be purified of perverted desire in order to attain, 48

Life
continues even after death, 94
meant for sat, 24

Living beings
always unhappy under illusion, 107
differsentiated expansions of the Lord, 65
as enjoyed by the Lord, 64
as eternal servitors of the Lord, 111
as having separate spiritual identity, 70
as marginal energy of Krṣṇa, 103
as pure as the limitless sky, 2
as sample of the Absolute Truth, 2
as smallest of the small, 40
as spirit soul, 42
as transcendental to bodily identity, 42
as truth manifested in relation with modes of material nature, 2
become covered by cloud of forgetfulness, 2
become one with the Absolute Truth, 80
8,400,000 species of, 14
in manifestation and annihilation of cosmic creation, 48
natural affection of, for the Lord, 65
not attracted to impersonalism, 57
remember real happiness of original spiritual existence, 26
seek permanent happiness in matter, 26, 57, 72
spiritual consciousness may be reviewed of every species of, 68
two kinds of, 80, 109
(see also Conditioned soul; Spirit soul)

Living force
active by nature, 42
Lust
as product of ignorance and passion, 100
(see also Desire)

Maheśadhāma
described, 134

Marriage
in Kṛṣṇa consciousness, 38
(see also Householder life)

Material energy
as inferior to spiritual energy, 67
limited part of glowing effulgence covered by, 132
spiritual sparks covered by, 68
works under will of the Supreme Lord, 40

Material existence
likened to spontaneous forest fire, 46
sufferings of, cannot be adjusted, 98

Materialistic civilization
advancement of, likened to mirage in desert, 26
compared to dark cloudy evening of rainy autumn season, x

Material world
annihilation of, 80
as combination of matter and spirit, 67
as shadow of spiritual world, 57
as the spiritual sky, covered by modes of nature, 80
bad bargain of, used for best purpose, 24
created for the conditioned souls, 80
in relation with the Supreme Lord, 78
nothing sat in, 24
(see also Creation)

Matter
as shadowy representation of reality, 26
cannot work without living hand, 9
different stages of spiritual development in, 68
for Kṛṣṇa no difference between spirit and, 67
living entity seeks happiness in, 26

Māyā
defined, 65
self-realized souls unafraid of, 20, 46

Merchants
duty of, 130
(see also Vaiśyās)

Mind
best use of, 24
of men in mode of goodness, 100

Miseries
cleared by spiritual association, 82
fire of, extinguished only by cloud of mercy of saints & sages, 46
nullified by intense love of God, 107
of material world as threefold, 14, 46
(see also Distress; Suffering)

Modes of nature
affect one who is not advanced in spiritual life, 31–32
appearance of Kṛṣṇa or His servants as free from, 40
described, 2, 10, 100, 134
divide human activities into two spheres, 100

Moon
as residence of demigods, 136
excursions to, 136–137
persons promoted to, 136

Moslems
duty of, 20

Mukti
meaning of, 80

Nanda Mahārāja
as protector of cows, 28

Nationalism
as ignorance, 42

Nature
conducted by three modes, 10
full of glories of the creator, 77
laws of, under superintendence of God, 9–10
one who surrenders to the Lord overcomes the laws of, 10
(see also Creation; Material World; Modes of nature)

Navānna prāsana ceremony
described, 126
Nityānanda Prabhu
risked His life to propagate message of Godhead, 46

Obedience
as first law of discipline, 6

Old age
politicians in, 101
pretense of youthful life even in, 50
retirement from external life in, 100–101

Pāṇḍavas
never prayed to the Lord for anything but devotional service, 120
Parīkṣit Mahārāja
as exemplary king, 130

Passion
as mode of material nature, 134
Brahmā as incarnation of, 134
man dominated by ignorance and, 100

Penance
see Austerities

Philosophy
impersonal, 57
of acintya-bhedābheda-tattva, 3
of atheists, 52–53
two parties of, 3

Planets
description of, 132–137
on the way to the spiritual, 137
qualifications for entering, 130, 134, 136
within glowing effulgence called Haridhāma, 133

Politicians
as attached to family life, 94
compared to kumud flowers, 124
cranelike, 50
in old age, 101

Prahlāda Mahārāja
compared householder life to dark well, 50

Prasādam
offered to the Lord, 126
(see also Foodstuffs)

Preachers
compared to waterfalls, 91
duty of, 130
professional, 91

Prosperity
see Wealth

Qualifications
for entering spiritual abode, 107, 130, 134
for entering various planets, 130, 134, 136

Rains
likened to mercy of the Lord, 7, 10

Rajas
as mood of false separatism, 2

Rāsa-līlā
as most confidential part of scripture, 92
as spoken by professional Bhāgavatam reciter, 91

Rasas
devotees situated in various, 72

Religious duties
for satisfaction of Supreme, 137
see also Austerities

Religious sects
duty of leaders of, 20
in Kali-yuga, compared to glowworms, 17

Sacrifices
people should perform for satisfaction of the Supreme, 6, 127
performed for Indra, 127
(see also Yajñas)

Sages and saints
as most intelligent men, 56
duty of, 45–46, 56
take all risks to propagate message of Godhead, 46

Sambhoga worship
in direct touch with the Lord, 117

Sanātana-dhāma
forgetful soul has no information of, 78
**Saṅkīrtana yajña**
recommended for present age, 6

**Sannyāsa āśrama**
described, 50, 87–88

**Sannyāsīs**
duty of, 130
householder dutybound to maintain, 87

**Śānta rasa**
every species of life expresses spiritual affection for Lord in, 68

**Sat**
life meant for, 24

**Sattva**
flash of lightning compared to, 2
(see also Goodness)

**Satya-yuga**
as period dominated by mode of goodness, 16

**Self-realization**
cessation of desire and lust as result of, 100
established by standard direction of Vedas, 52
of various relations with the Lord, 65

**Self-realized souls**
speak fearlessly about existence of God, 20

**Scriptures**
in this age practically lost, 36
spiritual abode of the Lord described in, 64
(see also Bhagavad-gītā; Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam; Vedānta; Vedas)

**Senses**
energy of, meant to be diverted, 103
human life meant for controlling, 96
perfection of, 104

**Sex pleasure**
husband and wife should control, 38, 84
men addicted to, 96
one fixed in spiritual knowledge not attracted by, 32, 96
refrained from by mendicants, 85

**Śiva**
as incarnation of ignorance, 134

**Six Gosvāmīs**
instructed by Caitanya Mahāprabhu to compose literature on cult of Vrṇḍāvana, 58

**Society**
as cooperation for self-realization, 55
based on eating, sleeping, fearing and mating, 55
compared to stormy sea, 100
cultivation of human spirit in, dependent upon leaders, 74
economic development of, 74
four divisions described, 55, 84–85, 87–88, 94, 130
having no taste for spiritual culture likened to blazing fire, 56
(see also Citizens; Varnāśrama system)

**Society, friendship and love**
in family life as shadowy representation of the real, 50

**Soma**
enjoyed by persons promoted to the moon, 136

**Spirit**
for Kṛṣṇa no difference between matter and, 67
material world as combination of matter and, 67

**Spirit soul**
as root of activities of the material body, 42
cmpared to dry coconut pulp, separate from its outer skin, 98
covered by the modes of nature, 98
who surrenders to Kṛṣṇa, 98
(see also Conditioned soul; Living being)

**Spiritual abode**
as having no contact with matter, 67
described in scriptures, 64
qualifications for entering, 107
(see also Haridhāma; Kṛṣṇaloka; Vṛṇḍāvana)

**Spiritual Master**
importance of fixing oneself at lotus feet of, 32
Kṛṣṇa as supreme, 109
pours water on blazing fire of material miseries, 56
teaches Vedic knowledge, 17, 109
(see also Ācāryas)

**Śrīmad Bhāgavatam**
contents described, 92
especially spoken for people of this age, 17
professional reciters of, 91

**Student**
in varṇāśrama system, 84, 130
Sūdras
defined, 55
Suffering
cannot be adjusted, 98
considered by devotee to be due to past
sinful activities, 34
destined for each type of body, 14
on account of folly, 6
(see also Distress; Miseries)
Supreme Personality of Godhead
able to convert spirit into matter and matter
into spirit, 67
appearance of, compared to rainbow, 39–40
as Absolute Truth, 40
as biggest of big and smallest of small, 40
as eternally form of transcendental
existence, knowledge and bliss, 40
Kṛṣṇa as, 57–58
messages of, have to be received from
realized soul, 92
mistaken to be ordinary, 92
ocean of nescience becomes like water in
small hoofprint for one surrendered to, 98
purpose of appearance of, 57–58
(see also God; Kṛṣṇa)
Supreme will
in every action of cosmic situation, 104
T	
tamai
living entity covered by, 2
(see also Ignorance)
Taxes
fall like rains on stone-hearted men in the
state, 5
meant to be utilized for welfare of citizens,
5–6
Temples
purpose of, 56
Thākura Haridāsa
risked his life to propagate message of
Godhead, 46
Trade
overly large-scale and difficult, 100
purpose of, 28
Transcendence
compared to milk, 133
devotees attracted by beauty of, 85
effulgence emanating from, 132
gṛhasta trained to enter into, 50
impersonalists prefer to merge into
existence of, 80
(see also Kṛṣṇa; Supreme Personality of
Godhead)
Tretā-yuga
as period dominated by passion, 16
U
Ugrakarma
hinders progressive cultivation of human
spirit, 100
V
Vaiśyas
defined, 28, 55
Vānaprastha āśrama
defined, 50
described, 85
householder dutybound to maintain those
in, 87
Varnāśrama system
compared to autumn, 84
corrupt in Kali-yuga, 85, 87–88
described, 84–85, 87–88
devotional service to Lord essential in, 85
retirement in, 101
Vedānta
as ultimate conclusion of all branches of
knowledge, 3
Vedas
conclusion of, 109, 111
devotional service as goal of, 53
four divisions of, 52
import revealed to sincere devotee and
servitor of spiritual master, 109
opponents of, 52–53
purpose of, 52
Vedic knowledge
acquired through chain of disciplic
succession, 17
Viraha worship
as more palatable than direct contact with
the Lord, 117
shadow of, in mundane world, 118
Viṣṇu
as incarnation of goodness, 134

Vṛndāvana
as flooded with milk and butter, 28
as place of Kṛṣṇa’s appearance, 58
as replica of Kṛṣṇaloka, 58
as site of research and excavation by six Gosvāmīs, 58
inhabitants of, 65, 69–70
serious students invited to make home in, 58
spiritual variegatedness displayed in, 64
(see also Spiritual abode)

Vyāsadeva
divided Veda into four divisions, 52

W

Wealth
accumulated by uncontrolled, sensuous persons, 24
likened to seasonal flowers, 26
of devotees, 120
opulences of, captivate proprietor, 26
pursued by men absorbed in desire and lust, 100
sacrifice of, 55–56

Women
lust, compared to lightning, 37–38
pursued by men absorbed in desire and lust, 100
(see also Marriage; Divorce)

Worship
two modes of, 117

Y

Yajñas
as prescribed for Kali-yuga, 6
for satisfaction of demigods, 136
(see also Sacrifices)

Yoga
diverts energies from external to internal, 103
likened to staircase, 82
of gopīs, 82
various kinds of, 129

Yogīs
use conserved energy for self-realization, 102

Yudīṣṭhira
never disturbed by calamities, 120

Yugas
described, 16
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